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NEW YORK — The NAACP,
through its local units, contin-
ued efforts to head off further
racial outbreaks in a series of
conferences with public officials
and community leaders.
Editorializing on the NAACP
qtOct in the Southwest. Theanas Times Herald said:
"The Southwest can be
spared the mob violence which
has cropped up in some sections
of the country if the leaders of
both the white and the Negro
communities work together to
restrain lawless elements and
the quick-tempered.
"The- NAACP is moving to
head 'off troub le before it
spreads to this area. Clarence
A. Laws, the regional director of
the NAACP, displayed respon-
sible leadership when he urged
NAACP bra nc h leaders to be
alert for any signs of racial
strife."
In Dallas, Laws headed a
five-man committee which drew
up a 20-point racial harmony
program calling for establish-
ment of a bi-racial commission
in the city government.
Other recommendations of
the program included accelera-
tion of school desegregation; ex-
panded Job opportunities; curb-
ing of police brutality: rigid
enforcement of fire, health and
building statutes: enlarged rec-
reational facilities; and aboli-
tion of discriminatory practices
in health and hospital facilities.
Something new in uniforms: Mrs. Louise
Booze, Los Angeles postal employee, center,
models a proposed new lady carrir's uniform
for Deputy Postmaster General Frederick
C. Belen, (left) of Washington. D. C., and
Los Angeles Postmaster Leslie N. Shaw.
Belen pointed out that women are accorded
full opportunity to compete for all types of
postal positions under President Johnson's
equal opportunities program for women—a





vincingly that Memphis "is
too well adjusted and too
proud of that adjustment to
nd favorably to appeals
ilged on prejudices and emo-
tions," George Grider said
Monday.
Grider, who defeated Rep.
Cliff Davis for the Congres-
sional nomination, told a
breakfast of campaign workers
at Holiday Inn Midtown:
"In the final days of the
campaign some candidates, of
both parties, raised emotional
appeals to vote for certain
individuals in both the Re-
publican and Democratic pri-
maries solely on a racial basis.
"The record shows that the .Memphis and Shelby County
voters rose above such appeals i to continue the peaceful, (w-
and 'voted in triumphant thou- deny and never-ceasing prog-
sands for Democratic candi- ress in human relations which
dates who offered programs has made Memphis and its
of progress aimed at the whole people an example admired
needs of our community." by the nation.
said the Democratic nominee. "It has been my privilege
"In my own case, I hope to have some part in this
may be permitted a small progress for the past 14 years.
touch of pride that my sup- I have worked beside men
port came from all segments like Frank Ahlgen, Ed Mee-
of the community and placed man, J. A. Beauchamp, Lewis
me in that elite group of four Donelson, Hollis Price, Carl
local candidates receiving Carson, Bill Ross, Gen. W. A.
more than 45,000 votes—even DDanielson, Vasco Smith, Bill
though I was the only one Barr, Frances Coe and scores
with a veteran incumbent as of others to achieve this goal.
as opponent. I am delighted to see how
"I believe this reflects a de- overwhelmingly the voters




Funerals were held for the
three civil rights workers who
disappeared on June 21, and
were found Aug. 4 by FBI
agents in a newly-erected
earthen dam six miles south-
west of Philadelphia, Miss.
Their bodies showed evidence
of gunshots and beating.
seThwhernethrreea wceoreREMicThaasekl slaying ShocksN •onForce worker who since Jan-uary had directed a CORE
community center in Merid-
ian, Miss.; James Chaney, a
CORE Task Force worker and
a native of Meridian, and An-
drew Goodman, a student who
had just arrived from the
Freedom Summer training
center in Ohio.
They had been arrested on
a speeding charge on their
JAMES CHANEY
NEW YORK — "Lynch-mur-
ders" was the term used by Roy
Wilkins. executive secretary of
the NAACP. to describe the
brutal slaying of the three civil
'rights workers whose bodies
were discovered buried on a
farm near Philadelphia. Miss.
MICHAEL SCHWERNER ANDREI% C00011 Vs
Wilkins declared: "The wan-
ton lynch-murders of Michael
Schwerner, Andrew Goodman
and James Chaney by lawless
elements in Mississippi h a v e
added to the state's already
bloody record, Which is being
spread this summer before a
shocked nation and world."
The three, missing since June
21. were found by FBI agents.
Aug. 4. buried near the base of
a fresh earth dam. 20 feet down,
on the farm of Olen Burrage.
way to Longriale. Miss., to Ij••
investigate the burning of
Mount Zion Methodist church.
Local officials' testimony as
to the exact time of their re-
lease from jail, where they
had been held several hours, is
conflicting. The circumstances




Director Allen Dulles was dis-
patched to the scene by Presi-
dent Johnson and a Navy
contingent joined the search.
Mass picket demonstrations
at federal buildings in many
cities across the country were
organized by CORE groups to
urge federal intervention and
full protection for civil rights
workers in the deep south.
However, as the summer
continues, there have been re-
peated shootings, arson, physi-
cal violence, threats and other
forms of intimidation by
Mississippi and Louisiana seg-
regationists.. There also have
been a large number of harass-
ing arrests of civil rights
workers by local police.
Man Shoots
Stepdaughter
Julius Boylan d, age 65, of
1058 N. Seventh St., has been
charged with assault to murder
and shooting inside the city aft-
er wounding his stepdaughter,
Miss Sally Foster. 17, of the
same address.
He accused Miss Foster of
stealing his money, and when
she insisted that she did not, he
grabbed a shotgun and blasted
her in the right side.
They had been arguing about
some bills prior to the shooting.
Boyland told arresting offi-
cers that the girl had ap-
proached him with a butcher
knife before he shot her.
She is in John Gaston hos-
pital in critical condition and




Negro voters were more
solidly behind all of the nomi-
nees who won in the Aug. 6
Primary than had been an-
ticipated by political experts.
Negro votes counted heavily
in the nomination of Rep. Ross
Bass, Squire George Grider,
and the election of Sheriff
William N. "Bill" Morris, Tax
Assessor George LaManna as
o Delay In Ehmmatmq
ace Bias In Agriculture
Says Freeman At Conference
'There shall be no delay in
eliminating discrimination in
the operation of any program
carried out by the Department
. . . the time to put this legis-
lation into effect is now, not
tomorrow—or next week—or
soon—but today," said Secre-
tary of Agriculture Orville L.
Freeman Monday in opening
a series of one-day conferences
here on implementing the
Civil Rights Act in the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
The Secretary was speaking
before top USDA agency ad-
ministrative personnel from
50 states who attended the
Department civil rights con-
ferences here Monday through
Thursday.
These officials, who direct
or supervise USDA programs
and services for the nation's
farmers and consumers, are
expected to return to their
posts and abolish any dis-
crimination which may exist
in their agencies.
"I expect to see constant
progress," said Secretary Free-
man. "When you return to
your offices," he continued,
"I want to hear that the reg-
ulations prepared under the
programs are being put into
effect. Those regulations are
awaiting final approval today.
Anyone failing to carry them
out will be answ:srable to me
directly."
Turning to the whole prob-
lem Of interracial understand-
ing, the Secretary said. "Let
me emphasize that in trans-
lating this legislation into ad-
ministratiVe action, nothing
in our experience equips us to
understand fully what the Ne-
gro has suffered. His is a herit-
age we have not shared; and
not having shared it we can
but dimly perceive the power
well as Mrs. Claiborne "Onie"
Hall, General Sessions Court
Clerk.
Overwhelming votes in pre-
dominantly Negro wards help-
ed elect Atty. A. W. Willis as
a Democratic nominee to the
State House of Representa-
tives; Jesse H. Turner as
member of the limited con-
stitutional convention of Ten-
nessee, and Charles Ware as
a constable.
and force of this glacier as it
begins to dissolve now in a sea
of common justice.
"Neither white nor Negro
are really free men when in-
justice and discrimination ex-
ist. This truth is the root cause
of the anger and rancor among
Negro and white today. Dis-
crimination leaves its scars on





of the most far-reaching de-
crees in the history of the
struggle for equality in edu-
cation was issued here when
a three-judge Federal court
ended segregation in Macon
County, Ala., recently.
The court order put an end
to months of controversy in-
volving Negro and white stu-
dents at Shorter high, Macon
High in Notasulga, and Macon
Acedemy in Tuskegee.
NAACP Legal Defense Fund
attorneys had brought the ac-
tion in January of 1963.
In February Gov. George
Wallace had issued an execu-
tive decree saying that Ne-
groes could not attend pre-
viously white schools. The
new court order specifically
forbids Gov. Wallace from in-
terfering with peaceful school
integration.
On learning of the decision,
Jack Greenberg, Director-
Counsel of the Legal Defense
Fund, declared it "the most
sweeping decree in the history
of the Fund's school integra-
tion campaign."
He further stated: "Although
the decision is, for the mo-
ment, limited to Macon coun-
ty, it lays the groundwork for
;future action to enjoin Ala-
bama school segregation in a
single suit.
"This decree stops- Governor
Wallace and other state offi-
cials from 'harassing or pun-
ishing' students or teachers
attending integrated schools.
School officials are now free
the white American," Secre-
taly Freeman declared.
"There is hope now," he
added, "that our children or
grandchildren will be the
firA Americans who are truly
free from and unscarred by
discrimination.
"Let us begin then by rec-
ognizing that the Negro has
had real grievances; the time
ha come now for all of us to
do our part to set them right,"
the Secretary stated.
'Let me make this point
very clear," he emphasized,
"so far as this Department
is concerned, there will be no
delays in eliminating discrimi-
nation where it exists within
the agencies of the Depart-
ment; and there shall be no
delays in eliminating discrim-
ination in the operation of
any program carried out by
the Department.
"Under the Civil Rights
Act," Secretary Freeman quot-
ed, "'No person in the United
States shall, on the ground of
race color, or national origin,
be excluded from participation
in, be denied benefits of, or
be subjected to discrimination
under any program or activity
receiving Federal assistance.'
"That is the policy of this
Department," the Secretary
avowed.
to move toward integration
without pressure from state
off icials.
"It knocks out tuition grants
as a means of perpetuating
segregation and declares that
state officials may not use
their power to thwart integra-
tion.
"The decree also enjoined
local Macon county officials
from: operating jim crow
schools; applying different
tests. procedures or require-
ments to Negro applicants.
"The court ordered the Ma-
con county board to file a de-
tailed plan of operating the
schools for the 1964-65 year
on or before Aug. 3. It further
ordered that such plans should
include desegregation of the
9th, 10th, 11th and 12th grades
and at least one of the ele-
mentary school grades in each





WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
Mississippi Freedom party
opened its legal attack today
in its drive to be seated at the
Democratic National conven-
tion.
In a letter to John M. Bailey,
ch. rman of the Democrat-
ic National committee, Law-
rence Guyot, newly elected
chairman of the Freedom
Democratic party, said that the
68 Freedom delegates and al-
ternates elected at yesterdays
state wide convention were
"entitled to be seated at the
Atlantic City Convention in
place of the 'regular' delega-
tion which seeks to be seated
in violation of the Rules of the
Convention and the Constitu-
tion of the United States."
The letter, which was de-
livered Aug. 7th by Joseph L.
Rauh, Jr., Washington attor-
ney for the Freedom Demo-'
eratic party, asked that both
Rauh and Aaron Henry "be
permitted to appear before the
credentials committee of the





from Negroes in Shelby Coun-
ty to win the Democratic nom-
ination for the United States
Senate during the Aug. 6
Democratic Primary.
The upset in the election
was when Bass defeated Gov.
Frank G. Clement.
M. M. Bullard failed to be-
come a serious threat during
the race.
The unofficial statewide re-
sults (106 of the 2,693 pre-
cincts not reporting):
Bass .  313,184
Clement _ —  218,858
Bullard  81,680
Senator Albert Gore, who
did very little campaigning,
won by a landslide:
Gore  246,660
Sam Galloway  64,657
W. N. "Rube" McKinney 17,599




Do you want a job which will
pay you more than your pres-
ent job? Do you want a job
which will pay you according
to the amount of work you do?
Do you want a job on which
there is no salary limit?
If the answer to the above
questions is yes, contact the
Advertising Department of the
'Fri-State Defender. Available
are positions for Salesmen in
the Advertising Department.
Call JAckson 6-8397 today and
ask for Mr. Whittier A. Seng-
stacke.
Do not worry if you have not
had previous experience in ad-
vertising salesmanship, we will
train you on the job.
Persons 21 years of age and
older are eligible for the job.
Persons who are retired from
other professions will be consid-
ered.









By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
Washington Correspondent
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A recent issue of the Wall AT THE STATE 
DEPT. Sec-
Street Journal points out that retary of State Dean Rusk was
many of Labor's "chiefs" favor the star attraction at 
the
integration, but that the mem- foreign scholars reception last
bership may not fall obedient- week as he ably fielded q
ues-
ly into the Democratic columns tion on foreign policy.
this election.
Reflecting this was Jim Ca-
rey, the IUE chief who en-
dorses LBJ nationally, but
warns the White House he
cannot guarantee his member-
ship.
Labor will set another pre-
cedent when AFSCME (Ameri-
can Federation of State, Coun-
ty, Municipal Employees) gives
LBJ a national endorsement.
The new president is Jerry
Wirtz of New York.
An informal poll of Mich-
igan politicos here shows Sen-
ator Hubert Humphrey to be
their favorite candidate for the
vice presidency. It might not
pay to make Michigan unhap-
py. Last time Michiganders
were displeased was in 1960
over the LBJ vice presidency
and they put Mrs. Margaret merce, now a volunteer at the
Price into the lead femme spot Democratic National Commit-
at the Democratic National
Committee.
Speaking of Mrs. Price,
she's been fighting a little
flack at the Dem headquarters,
with Texas and California
making designs on her desk.
But there doesn't seem to be
The guests were the summer
interns, students from the
Foreign Scholars program and
25 youngsters of Mexican de-
scent from the Southwest.
COMING: A big Washing-
ton frontiersman may return
to a big, controversial position
in his native haunt which
could lead to a major appoint-
ment for a Negro woman.
QUICKIES: Mrs. Hobart
Taylor of Michigan, now a
Washington resident . . . Vel
Phillips, the Dem committee-
woman from Wisconsin, failed
to win a new term for that
spot. Formerly the only Negro
committeewoman of either par-
ty, she has only herself to
blame . . . Mrs. Andrew F.
Brimmer, wife of the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Corn-
tee . . . Christopher Scott of
California, a post office biggie
on the New Frontier, retiring
. .. Mrs. Frankie Freeman, St.
Louis lawyer on the Civil
Rights Commission, confirm-
ed by Eastland's Judiciary
Committee without fireworks
a change in sight until after . Maids Springer AFL-CIO
the campaign. International rep back from
CHICAGO — A big Septem- Africa, and still does not want
ber testimonial is planned for
U. S. Rep, William 0. Daw-
son. Sherman House cocktails
to be a lady ambassador . . .
Olfield Dukes, former news-
man with the Michigan Chron-
were the setting for planning icle in Detroit for EEO con-
session last Sunday with Tru- fob last week; lately he's a
man Gibson as chairman and NNPA winner for "best col-
Mrs. Christine R. Davis, staff umn" category . . the Frank
director for the House Govern- Stanley (new prexy of NNPA)
ment Operations Committee administration began vigorous-
representing the Congressman. ly with a dispatch to all Negro
Seventy college presidents editors to call for a moratorium
and or their representatives on civil rights demonstrations;
discovered that "b usiness sounds like old times when he
mean business" at the College was prexy before .. . will Dr.
Placement Conference in D. C. Jeanne Noble head for Mis-
just after the Republican con- sissippi with the New York or
vention when they called for Washington women?
Negro college graduates for CAPITOL MYSTERY: T w o
their industries. More than 200
of the complying companies
from the President's Commit-
tee on Equal Opportunity were
present.
The conferences are not
DEFENDER
Nature study is taking place at the big oak tree which is
serving as a bulletin-board. In the jar, the youngster at
the right is holding a sn?all copperhead snake which he
caught. Al She left is Mrs. Ann Hall Weather, director of the
two-week camp at Fuller Park.
Small Business Agency Helps Ease Race Strife
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
Small Business Administration,
seeking to ease racial tensions
has opened a branch loan of-
fice in Brooklyn near the scene
of recent rioting and looting.
The new office is part of an
SBA pilot project in three cities
with the specific purpose of aid-
ing minority groups.
Besides New York, the
branches are in Philadelphia
and Washington.
When President Johnson's an.
ti.poverty bill gets final pas-
sage, more branches are ex-
pected. The House and Senate
already have pased the meas-
ure, but it still must go back to
the Senate for action on House
amendments.
The three projects all work
Attack
(Continued From Page 1)
Convention to present our
case."
Henry was elected chairman
of the convention delegation
at yesterday's convention.
Guyot's letter also contained
a full list of delegates which
was certified at the conven-
tion.
rooms have been named for The Mississippi Freedom
JFK and LBJ respectively at Democratic Party's State con-
he U. S. Capitol building and • vention, held Aug. 6 in Jack-
to date no one knows who au- .son, Miss., followed a summer
thorized the naming — the of precinct meetings, county
White House least of all, conventions, and district cau-
pitched to Negroes exclusive- ORCHIDS TO: Dr, Andrew cuses. This was the first con-
ly. The upcoming Dallas and F. Brimmer, the young Whar- vention held by the party
Los Angeles conferences will ton School of Finance profes-,since its founding in Jackson
attract Mexicans, sor at the Commerce Depart- on April 26, 1964, and some
MICHIGAN: Those "inter- ment who "moonlights" by observers said it was the first
national luncheons" may set a helping the brothers get bet- democratic state convention
trend toward obviating the ter jobs. Close to Secretary held since reconstruction.
"ethnic backlash" and get Hodges arvi the Democratic The 'regular' party held its
votes for the Dems. Secretary National Committee, he works convention July 28th. It re-
"Soapy" Williams makes many quietly without publicity. His
of the weekly luncheons, contribution is unique in that
he is not assigned to a brother-
type job. Flowers also to Rich-
ard K. Fox of the State De- Senator Goldwater before the
partment with his boss, Wil- National Democratic convert-
ham Crockett, who have creat- tion meets.
ad a climate whereby Negro
applicants are honestly con- involved in civil rights, tiut
sidered, followed by merit hir- once in Harlem failed to con-
ing. Mr. Fox's contribution has stilt with the people most in-
been both direct and indirect. !volved — the Harlemites! By
ONIONS TO: Dr. Martin Lu- 'coming in at that moment, he
ther King for interfering in the lenabled New York's Mayor




Cash In A Flash
Got a home you want to sell.
an apartment you want to rent,
or a car for sale? Do you need
a job?
The Tri-State Defender can
put the buyer in your lap in
almost nothing flat.
It matters not what you want
to sell, the Tri-State Defender
can help you convert the mer-
chandise into cold, green cash.
For a special time, the Tri-
State Defender is offering a
service to persons who want to
sell goods or services through
want ads.
The minimum price is 50
cents for two lines a week.
Take advantage of the TSD's
reduced rates by calling Mrs.
Velma Hal at :;26-13397 or 526-
1398.
He not only sailed into New
York, which is not his voting







To Train Now For
Civil Service
Examinations





Keep your present lots
while training'. L.J.S,
zens only.
For 4ull information, ;end
name end address to
KEY
TRAINING SERVICE
IR 0 OM 103 • DuPont BUi !ding
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the same way — liberal credit
and management training.
Small businessmen can get
loans up to $6,000, repayable
in periods up to six years. In-
terest is at 51/2 per cent, except
in Philadelphia, where it is 4
Per cent because the city has
had persistent and substantial
'unemployment.
The SBA places less empha-
sis on collateral than on an ap-
plicant's "character, integrity,
earnings and credit record, re-
sponse to past financial obliga-
tions and prospects for suc-
cess," according to an SBA
spokesman.
In addition to the new Brook-
lyn office the SBA has an of-
fice in Harlem.
Charles Kriger, head of the
SBA's regional office in New
;York, said the Harlem office
ihad been a big success during
Ithe four months of its existence.
"In that period," Kriger said,
"the branch has helped push
the total of loans to Negroes in
New York City to $343,000 this
year alone for every type of
small business that you might
think of."
Kriger said most of the loans
were made to Negroes although
a few whites received assis-
tance. The borrowers were op-
erators of beauty parlors, groc-
ries, bakeries, automatic laun-
dries, garages, pharmacies and
even a news-stand.




branch also would help set up
new businesses,
"All we require," he said,
"is that the applicant have a
stake in the business himself.
that he demonstrate manage-
ment ability, and that the bus-
iness have a good potential."
Asked if there had been any
requests for loans to help re-
pair damages caused by the
recent rioting in Harlem. Kri-
ger said "not as far as we
know."
He said, however, that some
small businessmen in the Bed-
fordStuyvesant area of Brook-
lyn had expressed an interest
in obtaining loans from the
SBA to make repairs and re-
place inventories stolen during
looting raids.
CINCINNATI — (UPI—An a-
vowed area officer of the Ku
Klux Klan who is scheduled to
go on trial this week on two
charges has reported a threat
on his life,
Clarence Brandenberg told
police a woman telephoned him
telling him not to walk on the
sidewalks. She said three cars
were waiting to rub him down.
Brandenberg is to go on trial
in police court Friday on charg-
es of criminal syndicalism and
unlawfully conspiring with
more than two others to com-
mit a misdemeanor while wear-
ing capes and hoods.
Criminal syndicalism is de-
fined as an unlawful method of
terrorism as a means of accom-
plishing political reform.
The charges against the tele-
vision repairman grew out of a
cross-burning incident June 29
near the Coney Island Amuse-
ment Park that allegedly was
held by about two dozen area
Klansmen. He was arrested
Thursday.
Brandenberg alleges he is an
officer of the Klan, but denies
be attended the cross-burning.
His attot ney contends that the
misdemeanor law on the hoods
and capes is 40 years •141 and
may be unconsitiutional.
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State I
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
TO 
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
cessed at that time until Sept.
9 so as to avoid an open con-
frontation with the National
Democratic party by backing
'responsibility for a situation
I his ineptness made possible.Dr. King who has done a mas-
terful job in marshalling forces
'for civil rights and should be
a candidate for the Nobel
Peace Prize that he is, could
have been wiser and STAYED
1OUT OF NEW YORK.
ONIONS also to Gov. Wit-
ham Scranton for being the
host governor in Hershey, Pa.,
for the Goldwater unity meet-
ing of 16 GOP governors. No
surprise, however, for "mum-
my's little boy" wore his Gold-
water button well at the con-
vention and never did show to
give the Negro Republicans
;upport for their scheduled
walkout, which would have






If we make loans for this pur-
pose," Kriger said, "the same
basic requirements apply. The
applicant has to have a reason-
able ability to pay us back."
Asked if the agency planned
to open similar branches in
other minority sections of the
city, Kriger said, "I hope not.
We're understaffed and over-
worked at it is."
Besides lending money, the
SBA provides management
training, retired businessmen
are recruited to help in this
phase of the work. They con-
duct courses and workshop
conferences.
Philadelphia has dipped most
heavily into the federal money
barrel in the SBA pilot pro-
gram.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 15, 1964
'Head-Busting' Police
Break Up Racial Clash
MEDFORD, Mass. — ( UPI)--ied the whites werz doing most
More than 200 Negro and whit& o the fighting and rock throw-
youths fought each other and.ing and thz Negroes were dub
police with knives, razor blades, Jag for cover. Of course it w
clubs and rocks in a riot that'n't all one aided though," a po-
started when a Negro boy asked licernan said.
a white girl for a dance, police Officials said the rot appar-
sad 
lently was triggered when a Ne-
Eight youths required hospi-I im'y tried to '"cut-in" on a
White couple that was dancing.tal treatincat. Two appeared to l
A brief fight broke out on thebe injured seriously, officials
said. Dozens of others suffered'cihrice floor and then s
pread
minor injuries, through the buildink,.
The riot was broken up when It spilled out onto the street
53 club swinging police fought
their way through the 1,2.00
youths attendlog a rock-and-roll
dance at Bal-A-Roue Rollerwayiz" ,blades were pulled during
and herded gro 'pa Into nearby,the nights'
dwbeueNfsreeoending ourselves we didn't' SAN PEDRO, Calif. — (UPI)
Lso busy busting heads and,
arrests were made. "We Something Fishy
have time to arrest anyone," — Harbor Division police
one policeman explained.
At the peak of the riot some
white youths hurlet. rocks at
a Metropolitan Transit Author-
ity (MTA) bus containing Negro
youths and chanted "Niggers,
Niggers go home!" truck came loose and about
Every window in the bus was those tons of fish fell to the








cT o m.roi IAN - •
with the youths hurling an thing
they could get their hands on.
Police said some knives and ra-
thought something smelled\
fishy. They looked out the $it/
tion. The street was covered
for 300 yards with bonita.
Truck driver Jim Larson ex-
plained the tailgate of his
97,4) DAISY
CORI' .mETRocoLoit BARBARA [DIAN ERICSON
— PLUS —





Viceroy's got the Deep-Weave Filter
and the taste that's right!
Viceroy is scientifically made
to taste the way you'd like a
filter cigarette to taste.
Not too strong ...not too light...
Viceroy's got the taste that's right.
SMOKE ALL 7
Smoke all seven filter brands
and you'll agree: some taste
too strong ... while others
taste too light. But Viceroy—
with the Deep-Weave Filter— Ais
tastes the way you'd liko a filter W




































































































I Left Side 
'DOWN FRONT!
' • • ••  • • • • ••••  • ** ***** • • • *****Ni••••••••
ELECTION AFT ER MATH isdiction. meeting at the Pente-
produces a cry from James F. costal Temple all last week. The
"Tim" Schaeffer that he was convention ended with a Pente-
defeated by Joe Pipkin be-
cause the Unity League and costal mare h from the head-
the Shelby County Democratic quarters to St. Paul church
Club both endorsing him got Sunday afternoon. The march
his number wrong on the tic-
ket in the one case and omit-
ted it altogether in another
case.
HEAD OF THE UNITY
Myers and other officials of
the political organization have
been subpeoned by the Shelby
County Grand Jury in connec-
tion with accusations that the
League was "selling political
Mk endorsements." The Shelby
mir County Democratic Club was
also mentioned in the accusa-
tions.
SOMETHING N E W WAS
ADDED to the State Conven-
tion of the Church of God In
Christ's Tennessee Second Jur- its screening committee.
consisted of a motorcade, two
trucks-full of hand - clapping
singers. a truck with a loud-
speaker. and marching unit s.
The march attracted a lot of
LEAGUE 0. Z. Ever s, Rev. attention along its route.
Ja m es E. Smith, Charles B. ATTY. BEN HOOKS, pastor
of Middle Baptist church left
for Detroit last week, where he
will pastor tentatively for the
next eight months before decid-
ing whether to accept a full-
time pastorate.
A. W. WILLIS wno won in
the Democratic Primary, owes
no political debt to the Unity
Le a g u e. which refused to en-
dorse hiscandidacyb eca use




-a Mrs. Bettye C. Snowden, a
Hamilton High school teacher,
. completed a seven-week Sum-
mer Institute for Secondary
Ai Teachers of Spanish at Gan-
ii college in Erie, Pa., last
c Saturday.
She was one of 40 high
school teachers from 12 states
who participated in the In-
stitute which is held in co-
operation with the U.S. Of-
fice of Education under the
Language Development Pro-
gram of the National Defense
Education Act.
The Institute covered four
areas-language skills, practi-
cal linguistics, modern teacn-
ing methods and Hispano-
American culture and civiliza-
tion.
The program is designed to
increase teacher competency
in modern high school Spanish
programs. It began on June 22.
Mrs. Snowden lives in Mem-







Thor• le a reason why peopl•
lik• te de business with us. You,
fee, will lik• our courteous treat-
on•nt and deeir• to WI, you.
•'Op•n Thursday and Friday
Night. Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturday. 9:00 to 700
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Homo Owned - Hotn• Operot•ol
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"W• lik• to soy y•s to your
loon r•qu•st.'
Exarnin•d and Sup•rvised by
th• Stat• D•portrn•nt of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581




A California pcomoter is
again flooding the mails here,
!soliciting advertising by what
the Better Business Bureau
describes as a ''deceptive look-
[like-an-invoice form, which is
'actually an invitation and
authorization to buy an ad-
vertisement M a new Classi-
fied Business Direetory to be
puillished some time next
'year."
"The promoter, Robert A.
Renwick. has been identified
in BBB files as the former op-
erator of a Pacific Directory
Service, now out of business,"
George V. Morse, Jr., execu-
tive vice president of the
Memphis BBB pointed out.
He said, "The solicitation
form is cleverly designed to
be mistaken by careless busi-
ness executives for a tele-
phone directory classified ad-
vertisement renewal. All the
sample mailings which have
been sent in to us carry a
price of $56. The promoter
has no connection whatever
with established directory
companies. His own Classi-
fied Business Directory has
never been published before."
"The Los Angeles Bureau,
Morse noted, "also identifies
R en w iok with a Western
Classified Directory Company
promotion, established in 1962,
which has made similar mail-





William Morris .. . 42,181
Raymond Land _26,773
Clayton Elam .. 16,304
Bob Ezzell 9.198
B. R. Schilling 4,721
E. T. Jenkins .. 3.253
Lew Chandler . 3.083
Sam Chambers 2.421
0. D. Lewis .1.145
J. K. Barron ... ...1,118
Frank Webb .. .. 836
Odell Farris 610'
W. J. Luka 558





Jesse H. Turner .•• . 30,964
Harry Wellford _25,734
Mrs. H. P. Rodgers... .22,893
Robert Bickers 7.63S
Robert Gregory . ..4,022
Position 2
Wyeth Chandler . 36,871
William Morrow ... ..15,519
Mrs. Wells Awsumb 14,174
Position 3
Frierson Graves . . 21,351
John Spence _16,288
Alex Dann •• 13,307
Jack O'Neill .. . 10,603
Position 4
Mrs. Anne Shafer ... 23.062
James Watson ... -.19,201
Mrs. Charles King ... 9,129
Dr. William Oswald _9,062
John Salter . . 4,058
Position 3
Raymond Skinner ... 27,066
Charles Pool .16,516
Mrs. C. G. Richardson. 8,231
Hugh Blount .. ...5,199
John Karuzas ... .3,924
E. Ronald Hendry ....1,929
Van P. Hate 1.214
Position 6
George Houston ... _21,681
Lewis Donelson ..14,887
McCarthy DeMere ... 9,509
E. Gary Maples ... _7,204
W. A. Danielson ... ..4,898
Otis France .. .. 4,629
Position 7
Arthur Halle . 25,655
Oscar Edmonds ... 15,692
Thomas •Dorrity .. _10,338
Waldo Zimmerman 2.90s
Lucille C. Donahoo 2,861
Position 8
Charles Morgan .. . 19,230
Winfield Dunn ... ....15,445
J. A. McDaniel ... ..14,573
Jerry Duzane -.10,409






Mrs. 'Onie' Hall ... _35,795
Robert Horne ... -.25,940
Curry Roach ... -9,305
Dempsey Dwyer ... ..8,444
Constables
District 1
W. S. Howard ... _18,274
M. A. Hinds .. ...6,470
Paul Blancq Ill .2,588
District 2
Rodney Baber _22,525
Charles Ware ... ... 20,119
John Wimmer ....13,672
H. H. Howell .7,841
Cletus Littleiohn ...5,450
Negro Dies In Electric
Chair For Texas Murder
HUNTSVILLE, Tex. - (UPI)
- Convicted killer Joseph
Johnson, Jr., 30, was executed
in the electric chair at Hunts-
ville State Prison for the shoot-I
ing death six months ago of
Houston grocer Joseph Chiu.
He entered the death cham-'
ber carrying a Bible and sing-
ing a Negro spiirtual, and smil-
ed at witnesses as he was being
strapped in
"I'm going to meet my mak-
er Jesus Christ," he said. "God
bless all of you."
Johnson received the first
charge of electricity at 12:04
a.m. CST and was pronounced
dead at 12:08 a.m. CST.
He mantained his innocence
to the end but said he had no
hard feeling against anybody
He ate a last meal of fried
liver and shrimp, potato chips.
banana pudding and grape
punch.
Johnson, a Negro, was con.
victed of shooting both Mr. and
Mrs. Chiu after robbing their
store. Mrs. Chiu recovered and
was the chief prosecution w
it-
ness against Johnson.





Robert McRae ... ...51,465




Charles O'Brien . 37,167
Russell Sugarmon ... 35,430





Tom Todd ... __28,695
Robert Andrews  u... -16,894
District 
Lewis Taliaterro ... .47,341
Tom Buford . • ..11,624
District 33 •
Leland Carter .. .27,479
James Mitchell ... ...21,814
STATE HOUSE
Position 1
A. W. Willis Jr. ... ..29,848
Max Lucas.... ...• .•••22,520
Larry Hughes .:. ....19,716
Aubrey Fox . _8,770
Position 2
Charles Burch ... ..'.32,341
Harry Klein .. . _18,565
Position 3







F. T. Thayer 111 ... ..12,663
Tony Muscarella . 5,824
Thomas Troope . 3,871
Position 7
Ralph Spruill .... 31,903
Jack Hydrick ........10,243
Abe L. Roberts ... ....8,695
Position 10,
Hugh Stanton Jr. 32,577
Horace jensen -14,942
Position 11
Jack McNeil ... .•• ..18,721
Jack Gillespie ... -.23,768
Position 13




Hunter Lane Jr. . 42.197
Stanley Dillard  17,454
Paul Dillingham . 2,613
Position 2
A. R. Oliver 
.429:3852Jack Ramsay
Position 3
Mrs. C. C. Davis ... . 17,447
Cliff Tuck . 
. 
... 15,174
Hall Crawford .. 13,074
Position 4






Mrs. Leo Burson ......30,778
Anne Scott Johnstone.  13,606
Position 5
Henry Sutton  26,575
Joe Matthews .  15,318
Position 12
Hal Gerber .. .. 30,901
Cecil K. Miller ...  12,894
Position 13
G. B. 'Pat' Joyner  34,491
Edward Thompson  7,775
Dotty Returns
HOLLYWOOD - (UPI) -
Dorothy Provine, star of two
defunct Warner Bros. television
series returns to the lot for a









Russ Bass . 46,588
Frank G. Clement ...33,705




Clifford Davis .. 37.172




Howard Baker Jr. .. 9,276
Charles Moffett .. 2,205
Hubert Patty ... . 1,097
UNITED STATES
REPRESENTATIVE
Robert B. James ... 15,492




0. W. Pickett ..
Position 3
Lawrence J. Naab 8,554









The Christian Century Maga-
line urged that the 1964 Nobel
Peace Prize be awarded to the
Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.
The weekly magazine said









REV. KING sented to the
U. S. civil rights leader.
"Dr. King has done as much as
any man in America, and more
than most, to stir the conscience
of the American nation on be-
half of equal rights for all, of
freedom and justice without re-
gard to color or class, of non-
violent resistance to entrenched
and traditional oppression," the
Christian Century said.
"We are. profoundly grateful
to Dr. King for his leadership
in a time of great crisis, and
would be proud to have the
Nobel award committee present
him to the world as a pre-emi-
nent American man of peace,"
the magazine said.
The Rev. King, leader of the
Southern Christi.n Leadership
Conference, had previously been
nominated by eight members
of the Swedish Parliament to
receive the peace prize.
CORE To Demonstrate
Denounces Moratorium
cal CORE chapter could deter
mine when and where demon
strations would be necessary
after a meeting of Negro civil rights leaders, came subject to the approval of th
at a special session of CORE's - --- national CORE office.
'National Action Council, the or-len-lents serve to encourage vi. Demonstrations by most civl
I ganization's policy-making body.' olence and injustice against Ne• rights g
The moratorium, approved by g"." 
deti following outbreaks of ra
groups had been suspen
sociation for the Advancement 
James Farmer, national dir. cial disturbaaces in New Yonsuch groups as the National As-
of Colored People and the SOW'con.,
(ferennecde,w:h
ector of CORE, told a news con- CitY, Rochester, N.Y., and Jel
the effects of the "white back
theen Christiasi Leadership 
ethaeredneLtastoltedly(sceon.. sey City. Many leaders fearer
all demonstrations until after the important. We are concerned
Barry Goldwater, although it's lash" which might result if de
monstrations continued.
femme. called for a halt to
November elections, at the same' with Goldwaterisin in both par- Roy Wilkins. executive secre
time urging a shift in empha•Ities.' tary of NAACI', and Dr. Marti,
sis towards the political educa.1 Along these liqes, demonstra. Luther King, heial of the South
ern Christian Leadership Corlion of minority group mem. Dons are planned at the um
;coming Democratic National ference, were instrumental in illbeprise.dging
itself to "militant 
Convention in Atlantic City if a ranging the moratorium.
and disciplined" demonstrations, 
predominantly Negro delegation
CORE said that one of the ma- 
edrepresenting the .Mississi pi Fre-
jor political parties was led by 
Democratic Part; is not Mother Witch
support of"racists
a candidate who welcomed the
bigots and 
seated in place of the regular;
Mississippi Democratic d Ide. Veteran a c t r e s s Agnes
whose platform and public sta.- 
gates. .Moorehead, playing the witch-
ROYAL REEL -•
Prentiss Childs, to-pronimer
of "Face the Nation," filmed
the rededication of the Coven-
try Cathedral in. 1962, in which
Queen Elizabeth II participat-'
ed.
Was Leg Man
Allen Ludden. host of "Pass-
word," was Maurice Evans'
personal manager and advance
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NEW YORK - (UPI) - The 12-tlay-old mora-1 The national director of th
torium on civil rights demonstrations was formally rights group said each to
abandoned by the Congress Of Racial Equality. 
Rejection of the moratorium. proposed July 29
"We will throw the full weight mother of Elizabeth Montgo
of our organizataion into dem•Imery (also a witch) on WBKB-
onstrations if the delegation is' TV's upcoming "Bewitched'
not seated and take action at
series, spent four years witheach stage of the seating pro-
cess," Farmer said. I the famed St. Louis Munici.
Farmer said CORE would be pal Opera Company.
joined in the demonstrations by
the Student Non-Violent Coor-
dinating Co m m itte e. Both
groups had declineit to accept Witch Hitch
the restrictions of the July 29
moratorium, but neither had Agnes Moorehead, Endors
announced previously any plans the mother witch on WBK13-
to violate g. ,TV's upcoming "Betwitched,'
lwas a founder and chartei
Farmer al.n said coRzmember of the famed Mercury
would push for "a crash driveliT er
in voter registration to defeati
wheelaiet Players of Orsors
JAMES FARMER Goldwaterism in both parties.
phones melt the miles when
...your someone's miles away
Miles don't matter to a telephone. In moments your phone
can erase them ... bring you the voices you want to hear.
For the pleasure it gives at such low cost nothing quite
compares with your telepho--
4, Southern Bell...Serving You
kins, executive secretary of
the NAACP, that emergency
first aid and medical services
in Federal hospital and health
facilities in Mississippi will be
made available to civil rights
workers in that state.
This assurance came in a let-
ter signed by an aide to Pres-
ident Johnson, Lee C. White.
White said that the Presi-
dent had asked him to look
into the matter following re-
ceipt of a telegram from Wil-
To Receive Aid
"I have fought a good fight.
I hay. finished my course.
have kept the faith!"
—2 Timothy 417
Childhood memories often
haunt people and these haunt-
ings sometimes have real
meaning. During many days I
find myself quoting the poems
I learned as a child. My learn-
ing was obscured because in
too many instances these
poems had no real meaning for
me. I remember in my early
years I had to learn, "Pussy
cat, Pussy cat, where have you
been?" "I've been to London
to see the queen." "Pussy cat,
Pussy cat, what did you see?"
"I saw a mouse under the
chair!"
Here we see a cat leaving on:
a worthy mission — going to
see the queen but somewhere
down the line wires got cross-
ed and she thought of a mouse.
How much like life that is
for many of us. Ask any little
child what he wants to be
when he becomes a man or a
woman and most of the time
he is thinking in terms of some-
thing worthwhile. Find that
same child years later and he
is just as far from that goal
as the east is from the west.
We ask ourselves what hap-
pened only to learn that some-
where along the way wires
became twisted and values be-
came warped and things did
not turn out as anticipated.
Oftimes in this life people
start off with the noblest of
goals only to get down the
road a piece and learn that
the goals after which they
seek cost too much. Too much
toil, too much sacrifice, too
much care, too long hours, and
too many heartaches. When
every thing is taken into con-
sideration the original goals
are thrown aside and we set
out for goals calling for less
work in our part.
S PAIGE
This cat started out to see
the queen but somewhere
down the line seeing the queen
lost its lustre and a mouse be-
came the important thing.
The cat by her very nature
was a mouse-hunter. Nothing '
held the place of high esteem
in her life as seeing and chas-
ing a mouse. Eventually
cathching a mouse would mean
filling an empty stomach.1
This is the highest goal of
many of us; we think only in
terms of those things that
have little or no meaning and
the things which have real
value are thrown aside.
But there comes a moment
of maturity in all of our lives.
There comes a time when each
of us stops and evaluates the
real meaning of our life and
the contributions we have
made during our years here
on earth. How tragic it is that
many people as they look back
can see nothing real that they
have done. Life has been
,spent in a matter of pursuing'
I Pleasure and aside from hay •
ling a good time nothing else
has been achieved.
Now and then history is
punctuated with a person who
has gotten a real meaning of
life. Life for him is more than
chasing a mouse or having -a
good time. Life is a matter of
dedication and consecration
Paul in the sunset of his
life tells young Timothy, "I
have fought a good fight, I
have finshed my course, I have
kept the faith!" What a re-
warding way to sum up life.
What a high note upon which
to end this sojourney down
here! Not a matter of going
all the way to London to see
a mouse but so living that
inwardly we know that we
have fought a good fight, fin-
ished the course, and kept the
faith.
Laymen Seminar This Sunday
The South Memphis Dis-
trict and the Memphis District
Laymen Seminar of the CME
church are scheduled to meet
jointly at Smothers' Chapel
CME church, 800 Claybrook
St., Sunday, Aug. 16, at 5 p.m.,
Theme of the seminar is!
"The Layman Performs His
Work—A Call to Commitment
and Service of Laymen Who
Know Their Job and Dedica-
tion.
Rev. D. S. Cunningham





Women of Mt. Vernon Bap-
tist church appointed members
of committees for the annual
Women's Day to be featured
at the church on Sunday. Sept.
2
Program committee mem-
bers are Mrs. Mildred Nolen,
Mrs. Lucille Green, Mrs. Ber-
nie Morris. Mrs. Addie Ruth
Harrison and Mrs. Nettie Pearl
Smith. On the Finance com-
mittee are Mrs. Georgia Ed-
mondson, Mrs. Hattie Rouse
and Mrs. Alma Davis.
Mrs. Bernice Tate, Mrs. Ro-
berta Young and Mrs. Lillie
Mae Allen are handling pub-
licity.
The women's annual tea will
be presented on Sunday. Sept.
20, at the Sarah Brown branch
of the YWCA.
Mrs. Hattie Bush Helms is
chairman; Mrs. Joe Ella Fish-
er, co-chairman, and Rev. J.
L. Netters pastor of the
church.
king, Dr. Kenneth W. Clement,
president, National Medical As-
sociation: and Dr. Alonzo
Yerby. president, New York
City Public Health Associa-
tion.
White said that "under ex-
isting policies of those Fed-
eral agencies which operate
medical facilities, treatment is
available for emergency pa-
tients."
The three had wired Presi-
dent Johnson after night-
riders had shot into a church
in Moss Point, Miss., where a
civil rights meeting was being




Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Posey
of Kansas City. were iriuse
guests of Mesdames Lora
Smith and Lottie Story of
1555 Wellington St. for two
weeks.
Many courtesies were ex-
tended the Poseys while in the
city. Among persons enter-
taining for them were: Mr. &
Mrs. D. W. Thornton, Misses
Rights Workers Gertrude Walker and Mayde
l-
la Reeves, Dr. Clara Brawner.
Mr. H. T. Thornton, the Syl-
vers family. Mesdames: Eliza-
beth Cox and Katie Tipton,
The Pastor Pride and L. A. 200 converts into the Church.
At U.S. Hosnitals Story Clubs of Martin Memo-I During the exile of mission-rial C.M.E. Temple. aries from Uganda (1882 to
NEW YORK — The White The latter groups gave a 1885) it was laity that spread
House has notified Roy Wil- I patio party for the Poseys at the new religion and instruct-
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ho- ed both the baptizied Chris-
tians and the catechumens.
Thanks to their zeal the Cath-
olic community increased four-
fold during those three years.
One of the main reasons for
the persecution was the anger
of the lustful king over the
refusal of his Christian pages
to submit to his homosexual
practices. This was the first
time in the history of Bu-
DEFENDER SATURDAY, AUGUST 15, 164
22 Slain Africans To
Become Catholic Saints
ROME — Elevation to saint-
hood of 22 African Negroes,
slain nearly 80 years ago for
refusing to give up the Catho-
lic faith, has been approved
by the Vatican's Congregation
of Rites.
Vatican sources intimated
the canonizations would take
place on Mission Sunday, Oct.
18, during the third session of
the Vatican Council.
The Roman Congregation's
action on July 7 accepted as
valid the miraculous cure of
two missionary Sisters in
Uganda, where the martyr-
doms occurred from 1885 to
1887. Sisters Marie Louise
Griblet and Marie Rachildre
Ruch were dying of pneumon-
ic plague in 1941 when cured
following a novena to the
martyrs. One witness to their
miraculous cure was a moslem
physician who had treated
them.
200 CHRISTIANS
The 22, who were beatified
in 1920, were the first Africans
south of the Sahara to be ad-
vanced to sainthood. Convert-
ed to the faith by the white
fathers who arrived in Africa
in 1878, they were killed on
order of their ruler.
Proponent for their cause in
the canonization was Paolo
Cardinal Giobbe; the postula-
tor was Father Anthony Wout-
ers, W. F. Pope Paul attended
the meeting at which the Ro-
man Congregation acted.
Some 200 Christians had
been slain by Mwanga, king of
Buganda, part of modern
Uganda, but only 22 were
considered to have died rather
than give up their faith.
SENTENCED TO DEATH
Twelve were royal pages at
Mwanga's Court. Their ages
were from 14 to 25. The other
10 martyrs (between 25 and
50 years of age) were from
various classes of society. Two
held high rank at the Court,
two others were chiefs, four
were soldiers, one was a pot-
ganda that a King's wish had
been flaunted.
The principal instigator of
King Mwanga's vengeance
was the Katikiro (Prime Min-
ister) who feared that a Chris-





Catholic leaders have hailed
the new civil rights law and
call on Americans to support
it for full effectiveness.
Among these are James Car-
dinal McIntyre of Los Angeles,
Richard Cardinal Cushing of
Boston, Archbishops Patrick
A. O'Boyle of Washington and
Karl J. Alter of Cinrinnati,
Bishop William G. Connare
Greensburg, Pa., and a num-
ber of southern prelates.
These include Archbishop
Paul J. Halliman of Atlanta
and Bishops Vincent S. Waters
of Raleigh, N. C., Francis F.
Reh of Charleston, S. C., Cole-
man F. Carroll of Miami,
Richard 0. Gerow of Natchez-
Jackson, Miss., and these
seven from Louisiana: Arch-
bishops Joseph F. Rummel and
John P. Cody of New Orleans
and Bishops Charles P. Greco,
Maurice Schexnayder, Robert
E. Tracy, L. A. Caillouet and
Warren E. Boudreaux.
$3 Million Dorms
Open By Sept 1
At Tenn. Univ.
NASHVILLE — Two six-
story air conditioned dormi-
tories costing $3 milion will
be ready to receive freshmen
at Tennessee A&I State Uni-
versity here September 1, ac-
tery-maker, another was a cording to President W. S.
chief's servant. Davis.
ward Chandler — 1889 South
Parkway, E.
Among guests and members
of entertaining boards were:
Mrs. Katie Tipton, Mr. and
Mrs. John Cox, Miss Jimella
Cotton Mesdames Lytia Mc-
Kinney and Chestine Merri-
weather, all relatives of Mrs.
Story. who is a cousin of the
Poseys.






NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
The first to be executed
was Joseph Mukasa, the
Kong's major-domo (Nov. 15,
1885), while the last to die
was John Mary Museyi (Jan.
27, 1887). All the others were
killed during May and June,
1886. Thirteen were burned
alive at Namugongo, 18 miles
from the royal residence
(June 3, 1886). The other seven
were put to death in various
ways.
All belonged to the first
group of Catholics baptized in
Buganda. Four received Bap-
tism in 1882: the others in
1885 or 1886. Four of the latter
were baptized by Charles
Lwanga the very morning
that they were sentenced to
death.
1CILL ME ALSO'
All the martyrs were lay-
men. That there were no
women among the martyrs
does not prove that the wom-
en among the first Uganda
Christians were less gener-
ous than the men.
Princess Claire. daughter of
King Mutesa and sister of the
persecutor Mwanga, conscious-
ly risked her life by publicly
despising a royal amulet
which the pagans worshiped.
Matilda, sister of the Mar-
tyr Noah Mwaggali, upon hear-
ing that her brother had been
killed, ran to the soldiers and
exclaimed: "If you have killed
my brother out of hatred for
religion, I too am a Christian:
kill me also!" The leader of
the executioners admired the
girl's courage and spared her,
hoping to marry her.
We have positive evidence
that the martyrs exercised a
great moral influence on their
surroundings and were instru-
mental in many conversions
to Christianity. Mathias Mu-
lumba has brought more than
These two high-rise resi-
dence halls make up the first
unit of the program expand-
ing housing facilities which is
estimated to reach some $7
million. The one for women
will house more than 500,
while the one for men will
house 366.
Observes Women's Day
Annual Women's Day at the
Greater Open Door Baptist
church, 1537 Florida was Mrs.
Georgia Harvey of Princeton
Chapel AME Zion church.
Chairman of the celebration
was Mrs. Freddie Davis, Mrs.
Katie Clayborn was publicity
chairman. Rev. E. Steverson is
the pastor.
• NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems •
With 3 Small, Low Cost
R•al Estate Loan
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Mukasa, would take his plare.
That is why Joseph was the
first victim.
OF OUR ERA
Other reasons for the per-
secution were Mwanga's su-
perstitious fear that the tribal
spirits would take revenge if
Christianity were substituted
for the traditional spirit wor-
ship, and the influence of the
Moslem Arabs in encouraging
Mwanga to the persecution of
the Christians.
The persecution's aim was
to stop the advance of Chris-
tianity. The result was exactly
the opposite. The baptized
Catholics of Uganda in 1886
were less than 200. Four years
later they were 12,000. Today
they are 2,000,000, with about
250 African priests. There are
three African bishops in the
eight flourising dioceses.
Archbishop Joseph Kiwan-
uka, who was the first Negro
Bishop of the African conti-
nent in modern times, is a
descendant of one of the Bles-
sed Martyrs.
Each year on the Martyrs'
feast day (June 3) some 10,000
pilgrims come to the Martyrs'
Shrine at Namugongo to at-
tend the Pontifical High Mass
near the spot where the Mar-
tyrdom took place.
This rapid development of
the Catholic Church on Ugan-
da mirrors the extraordinary
growth of the church all over
Africa. In less than a century
the number of Catholics in
Africa has risen from several
tens of thousands to 26 mil-
lions. The rhythm of the
Church's development in Af-
rica is far ahead of thai among
the European peoples during
the first centuries of our era.
For the past five weeks, nightly evangelis-
tic meetings have been presented in
Brownsville, Tenn., under this tent on
Cynthia, and persons in the area have re-
ported having learned much about their
Bibles during that period. Conducting the
meetings is Evangelist Ralph Preston Peav.
Pastor of the Mississippi Blvd. Seventh
Day Adventist church in Memphis. On a
recent Saturday, members of the Memphis As
congregation journeyed there to worship WI
with the citizens of Brownsville.—IMILR
Photo)
Club To Give 1Club To Give Tea
Lawn Party, Sat. ,This CoTing Sun.
The Lively Ones Social club
has made plans for a lawn
party Saturday, Aug. 15 at the
home of Mrs. Samuel Chism,
1057 Overton Park Ave., at
8 p.m.
A transister radio will be
given to the guest holding a
lucky ticket. Mrs. Minnie Cos-
ton is president of the club.
The Christian Service club
has made plans to give its a n-
I nual tea Sunday Aug. 16 a
the home of its vice president
Mrs. Susie Marks of 1411 Ro-
,zelle St, from 3 to 6 p.m.
Friends of the club are in-
vited to attend. Mrs. Bettie
Dotson is club president. Mrs
Willie—Ada-Clark is club re-
porter.
UNIFORMS
!( ow Prima Amite/hi*
MITI FOR FREE CAM% Si
SPRINGER FLSRION UNIFORMS
701 H0I..NL Ai whio.heist.,s.w.




Tune in Channel 13 WHBQ every Monday
thru Friday and have fun playing T.V.
Bingo. There is a new game every day
and you get o FREE Bingo Cord every
time you check out at Big Star. $50.00
will be added to the Jackpot every day
until there is a winner! T.V. Bingo Spon-
sors and their families are ineligible to
play T.V. Bingo.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
11:00 A.M. to 11:30 P.M.
W
Play Brown TV Bingo
Cards Thru Aug. 14, 1964
.et your FREE Fairgrounds coupons at
Big Star. Th•y are worth 10c • on any
adult ride and 50 on any Kiddieland
Ride. Save up a handful and have fun



















































































Contribution for stance speakers by the
Wyeth Fund for postgraduate medical ed-
ucation is being presented to Walter A.
Combs, M.D., (right), chairman of the
pediatric section of the National Medical
Association, during its annual convention
at the Steller Hilton hotel, Washington.
D.C. Carson Puriefoy (eenter). represents-
5133,000 For
Hoe of Wyeth laboratories, Philadelphia
pharmaceutical manufacturer, gives the
check to cover expenses for several speak-
ers to Dr. Combs of Washington, D.C. Leo
II. Schultenover (left), executive from
Wyeth headquarters, assists in the presen-
tation.
, Bookmobile Service in Shel-
by County started during the
1930's but was discontinued in
ew Bookmobile 
1951 because of lack of funds.
The purcha:e of the new
n Shelby ConntV,`Lant newn tcontracthe 144
bookmobile was made possible
e  betweenph i  the I
!Pub-
Shelbv County Libraries lie Library. This $133.000. con-
awarded 821.547 contracts for tract, was signed on July 1
a new county bookmobile last of thi'' year. With the funds
week. International Harvester also permitting additional open
Company was the low bidder ihours in the county libraries,
on the chassis: and Gersten- isome of the 'branches have
shown an approximate 40 per
cent increase in number of
books circulated.
HARRY GOLDENPlans are also underway for — -
the construction of a new
branch library bulding in the Former Residentthirty-four feet long air-condi- Raleigh area.tioned and with a 3700 '
volumes canacity will he the ' Here To Visit On notification that he had , The Theodora Tre/evant tered by a hoard consisting of:
stager Company of Wooster,
Ohio, was low bidder on the
body. Bids were owned at the
Memphis Public Library.
This new unit, which is
as well as some basic reference
books.
Itnnouncing the purchase,
MIllfrry Earl Bone, coordinator
of County Libraries, empha-
,ized that the new bookmobile
would be covering many areas
the city. Subject of the panelformerly unserved by any Ii 
is "The Role of thebraries.
Church in Curtailing its YouthCommunities likely to be i Dropouts." Mrs., L. R. Kenne-,,erved by the bookmobile are d is Youth Day chairman andEllendale, Brunswick, Mullins the Rev. M. V. Reed is pastor.Station, Parkway Village, and
areas in the northern and I ,.
southern sections of the Sculpts, Too
county. "This unit." said Mr. Eye-catching decor In the
Bone, "will complement our West Los Angeles apartment of
six existing branches and four Paul Brinegar of "Rawhide" in-
stations lying outside the city chides many satuettes he him.





liberal editor, publisher, and
outstanding advocate of civil
rights, has been selected as re-
cipient of the Elijah P. Love-
joy award for 1984, according
to art announcement this week
by Hobson R. Reynolds, grand
exalted ruler of the improved,
benevolent, protective, order
of Elks of the world.
The Lovejoy Award, named
in honor of the famous Illinois
Martyr who gave his life in
the cause of freedom back in
slavery days, is the highest
honor bestowed by the Elks
and is ''presented to that-per-
son. regardless of race or color,
judged for most distinguished
fservies rendered humanity dur-
ing the previous year."
Golden will receive the
award on Monday, Aug, 24, at
the city auditorium, Miami,
Fla., during the 65th annual
grand lodge session and con-
vention of the Elks.
Golden has gained interna-
tional renown as editor and ;
publisher of the Carolina
Israelite, a personal journal is-
sued six times a year from
Charlotte, N. C.
He has also contributed
much to the cause of civil
rights as a public speaker up
and down the country, making
The Sarah Brown Branch of the YWCA
recently completed a Typewriting Refresh-
er Class with an enrollment of 30 Persona.
conducted by Miss Rosa Robinson, "tug-
time teacher of Business Education at
Rooker T. Washington High School. En-
rolled were: Mrs. T. Rosa Bailey, Mrs. Toni
G. Blanchard, Miss Joan Marie Bounds.
Mrs. Hattie Cooperwood. Mrs. Thelma
Clia,CO. Miss LaDoris Francine Hall, Miss
Dorothy Denton. Miss Charlotte I.ouise
Hines, Miss Gladys Johnson, Mrs. Ardle
largest bookmobile unit ever Church To Observe
to be operated in Shelby
county. Delivery date is Jams- Young People's Day
ary, 1965. and the Shelby 
Cleo Hickman AME Church,County Libraries plans to
762 Harahan Rd., will observehave the unit in operation ,
Feb. 1. Both adult and chil-lits annual Young Peoples
(Iran's reading will be carried, 'Day 
Sunday, Aug. 16.
Afternoon service will be at
the Southside Baptist church,
3200 Ford Rd., at 3:30 p.m.
Highlight of the afternoon
session will be a forum con-
sisting of young people from
various churches throughout
was here to attend the wedd-
ling reception of her grandson,
Willie Woods, Jr., who recent-
ly married Miss Glory Hanow.
Mrs. Cox was the house'
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Woods of S. Orleans St.
The Bird that rules
• the bourbon roost
OLD C
The greatest name in bourbon
Itt5iuenSTIA1111t100110O11111$101110111110100f 1113'llf1A111101lifOlit FM00(1303001' minim CO FOIII0111 it
Ringing Words .. .
ROY L. HILL
RHETORIC OF RACIAL REVOLT
Hers 'for quick reference or• this great speeches by Negro civil
rights leaders.
Shifting fronds end confronting oratericol style. 010 onelysted by
tit.' anther, o speech deportment fatuity member at the University of
Denver.
This ornirly book is •sp•cielly popular with public speaking tea
ch•rs and their students. Ministers find it 1416.11uoble.
376 OW' Hardcover $5.50 Order Today
:To ABRAHAM JACKSON




imr =morrow ..... =wry or an.... ...•••••••••••=.•.,..."11
P.O. Be, 2261
Jones. Mrs. Marlon Virginia Jones. Mrs.
Rosemary Patrb•la Jones. Mrs. Ruby P.
Jones. Mrs. Carolyn L. King, Mrs. Verna
W. Lee. Mrs. Ruth McKinney, Mrs. Gussie
Marie Mister, Miss Ruby Mister, Miss
Helen Parker. Miss Dorothy Payne, Mrs.
Jessie Perino, Mrs. Isabel Scott. Mrs.
Ernestine Sharp. Miss Erma Gean Tribble.
Miss Jacqueline Paige Turner. Mrs. Ruth
Ward. Miss Bobbette Walker, Mrs. Evelyn
C. Williams. Mrs. Alma C. Wyatt. and Miss
Willie Mae Shannon.
many appearances in the 
Neeley's will were the Mam- possible should be given an op.strongholds of segregation and 2-Week C1M"Pg Period For Vil..es% ',,„th Spring, and Camp Fuller !portunity to enjoy the rewardsdiscrimination. 
had been iii camping life.
sin soreri by ¶ he Curt merica
Appeal Fresh Air Fund, using
proceeds of the Annual Gold-
en Gloves Tournament.
"over the last two decades. I YO1P7Sterl PrIVitld Bv Necly .
Golden who declares that
doubt if I have missed a print-
ed word or public address on Ninety boys and 20 counse- the inennie and principal ofthe problem of how the Ne- 
it"' affiliated with the At,' her gift might he -devoted ex-vro will gain his rights." Is Scharff Branch YMCA recent- • ,also author of the hest-seller
"Mr. Kennedy and the Ne-
groes." the book deals with
the social revolution of the
Negro American and derives
its title from the fart that Mr.
Kennedy was the first presi-
dent of the United States since
Lincoln to declare publicly
that racial segregation and
discrimination were morally
indefensible.
ly returned from a two-week . t
og sumimat'r
camping trip at Fuller State camping facilities and vamping
Park. Directing the eamp was Tacations, locally or elsewhere,
Mrs. Ann Hall Weathers. !for the needy children of Mom-
The camp was made pos,i:phis and Shelby county."
his by the directors of the Miss Neely further provided,
Theodora Trezevant Neely ,". 11 is my wish that funds
Foundation which had provid. be utilized for the equal bene-
ed $4,000 grants to provide fit of both boys and girls, and
camping activities for 200 !children of both the white and
M ea nmum) ho 
Spring,t Ii 
i s at ull Ar k and Negro races."m
The Foundation is adminis,
been selected for the Lovejoy Neely Foundation was estab-iSidney Net Jr, Miss Neely'sA former Memphian. Mrs. award, Golden commented lished in 1962 under the Will brother: Kenneth Clark, at-Lizzie Cox of Detroit, Mich., that "never in his life had he of the late Theodora T. Neely. torney for the estate: Lewis
been so honored and he pray-
ed that in the future he would
prove worthy of it."
Golden's syndicated column
"Only In America," appears
weekly in the Tri State De-
fender.
who died here May 29. 1961. E. Thomas. director of camp-
Under the terms of the will, ing facilities; Blair T. Hunt,
Miss Neely provided that the
hulk of her very substantial
estate should be delivered to
Union Planters National Bank
pastor of Boulevard Christian
church, and R. N. Lloyd Jr.
Trost officer of the Union
Planter National bank.
of Memphis. as trustee, so that Specially mentioned in Miss
Miss Neely never ii arried.
but her childhood experiences
made a lasting impression up-
on her and convinced her
Ira), the children of others un-
able' to make such experiences
"Through her great genero-
her dream will unfold in
the yVarS ahead as large num-
.1,r,rs of underprivileged boys
and girls in this community
annually benefit from the op-
portunities which her founda-
Ilion will make possible," said
an  
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Their Cause Is Noble And Just
Their Cause Is Noble And Just
The bodies of three Civil
Rights workers who disappeared
on June 21 were found Aug. 4
by Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion in a newly-created earthen
dam six miles from Philadel-
phia, Miss., where they had been
jailed on a minor traffic charge.
The bodies of the three young
men, Michael Schwerner, James
Chaney and Andrew Goodman,
showed evidence of gunshots
and beating.
The hate-infested murderers
of these noble young men have
once again stretched forth their
bloody hands to hold up Mis-
sissippi as a lawless state where
repeated murders, shootings, ar-
son, physical violence, threats
and every other form of intimi-
dation have made a mockery of
democracy. ... law and order.
There is evidence of a break-
down of Civil law in Mississippi,
whose governor's hands are wet
with the innocent blood of the
three murdered _CORE Task
Force workers.
Law enforcing officers have
Pan-Alricanism
Free Africa is moving slowly
but surely toward the long-
sought objective of Pan-Afri-
canism. Political and economic
cohesion is the only assured
means through which the black
continent can preserve its identi-
ty and safeguard its sovereignty.
The final outcome of the Cairo
Summit Conference of African
states brings this objective
closer to its fulfillment.
With unflinching unanimity,
the conference approved a reso-
demonstrated over and over that
they will not offer protection to
visiting Civil Rights workers
who enter the state to help eradi-
cate the ignorance that Negroes
have been subjected to over a
century because of the "separate
and unequal" public school sys-
tem.
If Mississippi state authori-
ties had given even a semblance
of equality in the public school
system it would not necessitate
the presence of the Civil Rights
workers.
The murderers of brave
Schwerner, Chaney and Good-
man must be apprehended to
prevent them from releasing
greater racial hate against other
innocent Civil Rights workers.
The answer to the social up-
heaval in Mississippi lies not in
killings, beatings, arrests and
bombings. Rather, the solution
lies in mutual recognition, mu-
tual respect which can be creat-
ed by first establishing good
lines of communication.
Bullets will not stop the Civil
Rights workers because their
cause is noble and just.
lution calling for the establish-
ment of permanent headquart-
ers for the Organization of Afri-
can Unity in Addis Ababa and
appointed as its first Secretary-
General, Diallo Telli of Guinea,
a man of broad intellectual
gauge and vision.
Most political scientists agree
that there is much value in re-
gional organization and plann-




by Thaddeus T. Stokes
THEY DID NOT DIE IN VAIN
"What shall we do when hope
is gone? Sail on and on and on,"
a poet once said.
Could these words be of any
comfort to the relatives of the
three brave young men who lost
their lives in Mississippi while
working with the "Mississippi
Summer Project."
The young men, along with
hundreds of other young men
and women like themselves were
working to bring the spirit of
the 14th Amendment to the
United States Constitution to
the attention of Mississippi, a
state which as produced several
"Miss Americas," famous plan-
tations, noted anti bellum man-
sions, and Magnolia trees.
The Civil Rights workers were
attemptng to make the words of
the 14th Amendment: ". . . No
state shall make or enforce any
law which shall abridge the privi-
leges or immunities of citizens
of the United States, nor shall
any state deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property without
due process of law, nor deny
to any person within its juris-
diction the equal protection of
the law." — an actuallity.
SNUFF OUT LIVES
t The three — Andrew Good-
man, Michael H. Schwerner and
James Chaney — fell victim
. June 21 to men who have been
totally consumed by the devast-
ating flames of racial hate.
The good that is accomplished
in the State of Mississippi is
never heard because of the rant-
ings of a racist governor; the
heralding of the news of lynch-
ings, the threats of the KKKs
and White Citizen Council; the
thuds of police brutality and the
report of gun-shots which snuff
out lives of innocent victims
like in the case of the noble three
young men.
How long will freedom-lov-
ing, law-abiding white citizens
in Mississippi stand idly by and
be guilty of associating with
hate-infested public, officials,
sadistic policemen, cold mur-
ders and hideous criminals.
Where are the ministers of
toe Gospel who remain silent
while churches are being leveled
to the ground by flames ignited
by the hands of persons who
are cancerous with hate because
of racial identification?
Where are the Christians?
Even the action of the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation in
Mississippi prompts many ques-
tions.
CONFINE A CAUSE
The wanton murdering Of
Civil Rights workers is not the
answer to the dreary life of il-
literacy, unemployment and pov-
erty which plague Mississippi
Guns, jails, police sticks and
dogs , firehoses, beating a n d
murder are not tile tools by
which to build a better Missis-
sippi. Hate cannot end hate.
Lawlessness cannot stop the
forward move of time. Inhuman
treatment cannot turn back the
hands of the clock nor can the
murdering of three innocent
young men stop the social change
that has already heavily invad-
ed the State of Mississippi.
The three young men have
not died in vain. They made the
supreme sacrifice for a cause. A
cause cannot be put to death
by bullets or a mob. An unmark-
ed grave cannot confine a cause.
They did not die in Vain!
AMU
'It's YOU all over, Mr. Hoti‘.:'




 00000 By HARRY GOLDEN
A True Short Story
One night last spring after a
couple of highballs, one subur-
banite said to his neighbor,
"Wouldn't it be nice if we could
get some of our friends together
and build a private swimming
pool? Cost us about $3,000 and
we wouldn't need more than 12
families. And the kids wouldn't
have to travel all the way to
that municipal pool."
Done, quick as a wink. What's
better as a status symbol than
a private swimming pool? And
a solution to a problem that had
been worrying these good peo-
ple since that Negro dentist and
his four kids moved into the
neighborhood.
The articles of incorporation
are drawn up and there are just
:2 families. A few families who
believed they were part of the
inner set are aggrieved because
they weren't asked.
There's a little tension over
the highballs for a couple of
weeks, but this tension is re-
lieved because the pool doesn't
cost $3,000. No siree, what with
the inflated realty value and
whatnot, the swimming pool
comes to atout $6.900.
So those aggrieved families
are hustled into the corporation
pretty fast; in fact, they're even
pressured to get in some of their
friends who belong to another
inner circle.
The pool has grown now from
12 families to 24, but it's still
pretty exclusive in that every-
one has the same attitudes. And
what is most important, they
are of approximately the same
color: pale.
But it seems that by law if
any kid other than the child of
a member falls in and drowns,




able. So the Zoning Board of the
town has decreed some time be-
fore that all swimming pools be
surrounded by a 10-foot-high
wire-mesh fence. That fence
means the corporation must be
expanded to 30 families.
Of course, 30 families of the
right background and manners
are not easy to find, and the
highball folks now go out search-
ing for all sorts of odds and ends,
and now that Syrian architect
who has seven kids (and an ex-
tra $400) is dragged into the cir-
cle too.
The fence is posted, the pool
is readied, and the first day of
summer dawns. But now who
should come plodding up the
road but an assistant to the
health commissioner.
It seems there's a State law
that demands a certified life-
guard preside over every
swimming pool. That's another
four families. Plus the fact that
the pool must be drained every
three days in accordance with the
local health laws which means
another four families. Now the
only one not a member of this
private swimming pool is the
Negro dentist (even the two
Jewish families are in).
Its not all honey to be a mid-
dle-classnik in mid-20th Cen-
tury America. The private
swimming pool becomes the
public one, and the municipal
swimming pool all last summer
served one Negro dentist, his
wife and four children and a re-
tired white Episcopalian clergy-
man, his wife, their widowed
daughter and her three children
and the 12 of them splashed in
the municipal pool, having the
time of their lives.
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Let's Vote, Buck Barry
Some people — both colored
and white — feel that the Ne-
gro and civil rights leadership
should declare a moratorium on
peaceful, non-violent demonstra-
By AL DUCKETT
tions until after Election Day.
Their thinking is that such dem-
onstrations can only advance the
cause of Barry Goldwater by





That's Where It's At
The youngsters have an ex-
pression which is a colorful—
if ungrammatical one. When
they want to emphasize that a
truth has been spoken, they say:
"That's where it's at," meaning,
of course, that the truth is simp-
ly the truth.
We are finding out these
days — "where it is at" — with
personalities on the political
horizon. If there is any one
thing Sen. Barry Goldwater has
done for the Negro, he has made
it possible for us to find out,
without any shadow of doubt,
who are our friends and who are
our enemies.
Up until very recently, I
would have said that Illinois'
Charles Percy was our friend. I
have been very much impressed
with Mr. Percy, regarding him
as one of the more attractive
and progressive "corners" in the
Republican Party.
His record as a business ex-
ecutive, I am told. hils been
characterized by social consci-
ousness and he performed a
magnificent job at the 1960
GOP Convention in working
with various groups to evolve a
platform. Friends of mine had
been telling me that Percy was
a man most people could truly
admire and respect.
It would be most difficult for
me to admire or respect anyone
who, apparently, is willing to
place personal and political ad-
vancement above principle. Fur-
ther, I feel that any man who
will do this is unworthy of hold-
ing such a high office as that to
which Percy aspires — the Gov-
ernorship of Illinois.
In the "free and open" con-
vention which had its farcial
unfolding in San Francisco, Per-
cy followed the example of Sen.
Dirksen by going along with
Goldwater and the Goldwater
mark is on the Percy brow.
I have no right to tell anyone
else whom he should support or
how he should vote. Yet. I think
it is quite obvious that the Ne-
gro in Illinois must realize that
his freedom is placed in jeopar-
dy — as is the freedom of most
Americans — by the very candi-
dacy of Barry Goldwater.
Anyone who gives aid and
comfort to the Senator from Ari-
zona cannot possibly be the
friend of the Negro. Does that
sound unreasonable? Well, that's
where it's at.
It isn't that I believe that civ-
il rights is the only important is-
sue on which we should judge
candidates. More important than
civil rights is preservation of the
free ideals and great principles
which are the foundation of our
democracy — even if we do not
always live up to them. If we
lose our nation, we shall have
ment of white Americans.
The prerogative of patriotic
Americans to peacefully and lo-
gically demonstrate to seek re-
dress for grieviances is an abso-
lutely essential right in our
democratic way of life.
If we must abandon the use
ot this time-honored tactic, then
we have already allowed Mr.
Goldwater to win even if he
does not get sent to the White
House.
To frighten us into doing this
would be to invoke a kind of
anarchy.
There is another kind of an-
archy that we must not allow to
ceter us along the high road to-
ward freedom.
We MuSt not countenance the
anarchy of the mob — black or
white.
We must not permit the junk-
ies to feed their "habit" at the
Cost of our freedom. We must
no civil rights and we shall need
none.
I regard Senator Goldwater
not only as a man who wants to
go backward in 1964, but also
as a dangerous man who would
jeopardize America and the
world. I think that Charles Per-
cy knows, deep in his heart, that
Goldwater is the wrong man for
the high office he seeks.
I believe also that Governor
Rhodes of Ohio knows this. Here
ir another public servant who
has turned his back on the Ne-
gro. Yet, this man was supposed-
ly committed to civil rights. I
am told he was elected because
of tremendous support from Ne-
groes in Cleveland and other
large Ohio cities.
It was shocking to see the en-
tire Ohio delegation giving its
support to Barry Goldwater.
The attitude of Republican Sen-
atorial aspirant Robert Taft was
unbelievable.
He ran against and defeated a
man who campaign openly from
the point of view of the bigots.
Taft won because he supported
the civil rights bill. Yet, in San
Francisco, he surrendered. We
feel the Negro voter should take
a long, hard look at this kind of
contradictory action.
It is a tragedy to watch men
selling their souls to a person
whose program reeks reminis-
cently of Hitler and his plans.
As a Negro, I am concerned
about men like Goldwater, Per-
cy, Rhodes and others who, it
seems to me, are taking a terri-
ble gamble with the security of
our country.
The more we see the spread of
hate aria violence, the more we •
see our nation being divided
and torn, the more we must rea-
lize that we must work very
hard — each one of us — to re-
pell the threat of Goldwater-
ism.
Our Stake in the _future is
gi eat. What we do today will
mean that we go forward or
backward in the immediate fu-
ture.
Responsible Negroes will not
sit by and watch a few of their
number trying to gal a few dol-
lars by looting and rioting and
thus throwing roadblocks in the
way of our advancement.
I commend these who are pro-
testing legitimately the killing
of a 15-year-old youngster. How-
ever, we lose when we allow our
emotions to get the better of rea-
son. Let's unite for the good of
all. Let's condemn all acts of
violence, whether in Harlem or
Mississippi. Let's not give Gold-
water any advantage. It would
not surprise me if some Gold-
water people had helped start
the trouble. I believe his cam-
paign will thrive on violence.
•
not allow the wino to get him-
self a "freebie" by smashing li-
quor store windows under the
guise of aserting desire for his
"rights." The looters must not
be permitted to practice their
nefarious trade and to cover it
up with a mocking claim of mil-
itancy.
We have a civil rights law.
We still do not have our rights.
And we are not going to get them
by violent means.
The only way we are going
to get them is to register and
vote and register and vote and
register and vote — and when
we vote, we ought to vote back
ioto private life Sen. Barry
(..ldwater. He needs to go back
home to catch up on his reading.
For he speaks as one from the
last century — one who not only
has no sense of history but no
concept of current events.
LBJ means Let's Back John-































































































































































Miss Queen Hines, a junior at A & T College, at
Greensboro, N.C., sits atop fence at the college
farm on a recent outing. She is a native of Max-
ton, N.C.
UNITED IN GRIEF
Mrs. Fanny Lee Chaney (left). and Mrs. Nathan
Schwerner (right) flank Mrs. Robert Goodman as they
leave the Society For Ethical Culture in New York City
after attending funeral services for Mrs. Goodman's son,
Andrew. Mrs. Chaney went to New York from Meridian,
Miss., after attending the funeral service for her son,
James, to join the two other mothers of the slain civil
rights workers. A futieral service was said later for Mrs.
Schwerner's son, Michael. Unidentified funeral official
Is at right.—(UPI Telephoto)
Quiz 3 Negroes In
Murder Of Okla. Cop
OKLAHOMA CITY — (UPI—ianother officer .,rived to help
&Work-weary police disclosed Zelewski.
What three Negroes had been Mullenix said he did not want
arrested and arraigned on a
charge of murdering rookie 1
t this time to disclose all the.1
policeman Mark Zelewski. 
information police have about
the killing because "I can't see
Police identified the three ,Ok• where it would help our case."
lahoma cityans as Marvin Eu-
gene Barnett, 24, his brother,
Robert 26, and Harold Cletus
Taylor, 24.
Officers said all three have
prior records of arrests by po-
lice,
Also being held, as a material
witness, was Kenneth Crigler,
27.
The arrests climaxed two
weeks of around-the-clock in-
vestigation by city, county and
state officers.
Maj. Jack Mullenix, head of
the Oklahoma City Detetive Bu-
reau, would not disclose details
of the arrests, but said all were
taken into custody in Oklahoma
City "within the past three to
four days."
Mullentx also said police had
Sound a .25-caliber gun, butwould not say where. He said a
ballistics test indicated the gun
was the weapon from which
three bullets were fired into
Zelewski's stomach and chest.
Another gun, Zelewski's .38.
caliber service revolver, was
found in a vacant lot, &long
with some spent shells and
bloody clothing. Mullenix said
Zelewski was shot in the back
of the head with his own gun.
Officers also said they had
found a car believed to be the
one used by the killers the
night of the slaying.
Zelewski, 28-year•old fathet
of three, was gunned down a-
bout 1:20 a. in. last July 27 as
he investigated the occupants
of a car he had stopped. The
policeman of eight months, working alone, had radioed for
assistance just before the shoot-
ing.
The killers escaped just as
voi
Swimming is being taught the above campers by the youth-
ful instructor in the pool. He is giving instruction In the
HEADS FREEDOM PARTY
Aaron Ilenr‘, Mississippi NAACP president, glances back at
(Toad before convening the nealy formed Mississippi Free-
dom Democratic Party in Jackson, Miss. The party met in
Jackson to select delegates and map strategy aimed at
unseating the state's regular Democrats on Aug. 24, when the
national convention opens. Freedom Democrats is a bi-
racial group organized by civil rights leaders. Henry was
elected permanent chairman. — (UPI Telephoto)
TEACHERS VACATION
POPON WANTED
• If you have had experience in Teaching, Coach-
ing, Scout Work, Little League, or Playground
Attendant, you may qualify for unusual summer
position. Above average salary for those who
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A BASKET OF GROCERIES TO BE GIVEN AWAY
EVERY STORE HOUR OF THE DAY
PORTER at WILLIAMS 942-1861
iree-,trokr.
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White Youth Slain, 3
Injured In Race Fights
DALLAS — (UPI) — One In a downtown South Dallas
youth was shot to death and incident, a carload of Negroes
three other persons were wound- shot two white 23-year-old Dal-
ed in two separate incidents of las men, Joel Bolin and Thru-
racial violence. man Boyd.
Police said Billy Wayne, ig, Bolin's condition was listed
white, was shot to death when
he and a group of more than a
damn white youths had words
with four Negro tten-agers in
a ear parked near White Rock
Lake in East Dallas.
Someone in the cal contain-
ing two boys and two girls fired
into the white group and Wal-
lace slumped ot the ground. He
was dead on arrival at Baylor
Hospital, Another white youth,
Thomas Huntley, 17. was shot
n the shoulder. He was admit-
ted to St Paul's llospital.
94-444
BEAUTY SHOP
519 Vance Ave. 527-7750
COMPLETE BEAUTY
SERVICE






With th• Pric• 01 A Permanent
th•se ar• the styles wear. offering
• Hair Styling • Conditioning
• Hair COS
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as poor at Parkland Hospital.
Boyd was said to be in fair
condition.
Police arrested the four Ne-
gro teen-agers that fired on
Wallace and Huntley, Eleven
white youths were held at ma-
terial witneses.
Police said they were search-
ing for the Negroes that shot
at the two men.
Cricket Choir
In conjunction with the see.
ond Jamaica Independence An-
niversary, the Lucas Cricket
and Progressive Club present-
ed its annual extravaganza in
the Greenwood Club.
"In spite of the sweltering
heal, guests assembled at the
lavish gathering enjoyed them-
selves to the utmost," stated
Malcolm E. Spence, vice presi-
dent of the Illinois Cricket Club
and president of the host
group,
Recorded Jamaican musical
f hits highlighted the program in-
termingled with American mu-
sic making it posible for dan-
cers to give their personal ver-
sions of the "twist," "rbum•
a," -fish" and "monkey
ha", •lish" and "monkey.
West lndina dishes of curried
rice were obtainable as were
refreshing cocktails.
Lavinia Brascher, Cricket
Club reporter, was attired in a
dress bearing the script Of the
United States Declaration of
Independence, and she staged.
HELP WANTED
WOMEN
With National T.V. Advertising. Need intelli-
gent Career Women. Age 28-50. Experience in
Direct Sales' Field (Housewares, Cosmetics,
Books). Capable of training and supervising
others. Earn while you learn our business. If
successful we guarantee $600.00 per month for
first year. For interview write P. 0. Box 311
in confidence, Tri-State Defender.
BEAUTIFUL




This Buy - You Can't Miss
OPEN FOR INSPECTION
CALL or COME BY
2270 DEVOY AVE.
275-4171
NOW the bawl), sscrl'ot of women who care n'T cornes to MEMPHIS! wswonse
gtc*At
* A phone call now will bring a Starlight representative to
the home at your convenience.
• Cosmetics for every beauty need
• Home remedies for better health
• Sundries of every descriptions
EXTRA EARNINGS!
M•ri and women can work full or part tlm•
••llingnationally-occ•pt•d Starlight products
in own neighborhood or area. For dep•ndable
incom• CALL Memphis 398-3050 for nom-
plet• information.
Hair Pressing Crowns; Shampoes;Oil, Egg or
M•dicat•d Tar; Deodorant-Cream, Roll-On or
Spray; Hand Lotions; P•wd•r-Pr•ss•d or
Loos•; Lipstick-Spacial Shades, P•rfurnes
and Cologn•s.
"DIRECT TO YOU" SALE
KEEPS STARLIGHT COSTS
WITHIN YOUR REACH
Have a Starlignv of Miami represe0atiye
call at your home or write to address below:
CALL Memphis 398-3050
P. 0. Box 16334, Memphis 16, Tenn.
Just born...and just like daddy
Meet a ('hip off the old block — Gilbey's "Li'l Frosty."
The newest and smartest half-pint bottle in the business.
Just like me, he holds world-famous Gilbey's Gin ...
the mild, dry gin that never lets you down. "Li'l Frosty"
is the kind of bottle you'll want to invite to your table.
DO it next time and see how he cheers up your circle.
Pfil0OUCT U as. • DISTULD LONDON DRY GIR • 80 PROOF • r sax ORAN KUTROL MR( rs .iy & A 6118LY,110. • OISIRillUTE0 sr NATIONAL DfStILLERS FTRODUCTS COMPANY. NON YONA C41T




.2 By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson
mow N•••••••••••ino
The Merry-Go Round carried
us a merry pace this week
trying to catch the "gooden
ring" during the voting. We
caught it as you have observ-
ed with so 'many of our fav-
orite candidates receiving vic-
tory, making it a most exciting
"ride."
Much pride is felt this week
in the Memphis Community
with the victory of Atty. A. W,
Willis, Jr. who became the
first Negro in modern history
of the city to win nomination
for a seat in the State Legis-
lature. His success has finally
come after several entries into
political contests, which is
proof of the determination,
tenacity, and earnestness of
the dedicated youthful attorn-
ey.
Though the final battle has
yet to be fought, he by the
qualities just expressed, has
inspired a sometimes apathetic
public to put its full shoulder
to the wheel and cause that
final true victory come No-
vember.
Our pride extends to the
success of Constable Charles
Ware, an equally responsible
and dedicated man, who chose
to campaign for a position that
can prove to be a tough one
when the occasion arises.
Tb Jesse H. Turner who has
contributed so greatly to the
climate of human relations in
Memphis, we also give our
sincere congratulations, and
want .to let him know of our
unlimited support of him as a
Delegate to Limited Tennessee
State constitutional Conven-
tion:..
AU three gentlemen are the
high calibre of manpower
needed to continue progressive
trends in our community. Your
vote and mine will choose
others: The heavy vote for Rus-
sell •Sugarmon indicates pos-
sibilities for a future candidacy
and denotes confidence that
has mellowed in his behalf.
While some were home
minding the polls, others were
on vacation in varied places
. . . Mildred Jordan (Mrs.
Fred)Tvisited with her brother,
Dr. REginald Shelby and fam-
ily, in Astobula, Ohio . . .
Elizabeth Toles visited her
sister in Pittsfield, Mass., and
the sights of the World's Fair
were just to magnificent to
pass up — so she didn't.
Recently married, the Joe
A. Youngs (former Joyce
Lynom) have just returned
from an extended visit in Cali-
fornia with relatives . .
In Oklahoma is Mrs. T. J.
Toney, with her daughter and
son-in-law, celebrating the
opening of the new building
in which he will practice law.
In Chattanooga Mrs. J. Ash-
ton Hayes visited her sister. ..
Erma Clanton chose Chicago
for quick respite from the
rigors of summer school at
B.T.W. . . . While Sioux Falls,
N. Dak claimed the interest
of Ozzie Hodge. Also visiting
in Chicago is Luester Tyler,
who will be vacationing with
her sister. Rosie Lee Walker,
tor two weeks.
Mrs. Nancy Lee, of Walker
Ave., was hostess to her neph-
ew recently from Jackson.
Mississippi.
Mrs., Lucille Ford was re-
cently the houseguest of her
niece and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Evans. Her neph-
ew Percy from Jackson, Miss.,
came up to visit her during
her stay.
Allie Mae Roberts and close
neighbor, Othello Shannon are
a refreshing looking two since
their return from Hot Springs
on the weekend.
The Merry-Go-Round broke
down last week and found it-
self in repair on the 7th floor
of Crump Hospital. I would
like to expressmy sincere ap-
preciation for the kindnesses
of the staff and personnel, who
attended me.
Recovering from major surg-
ery is Mrs. Ada Webster at
her residence 1048 N. 7th
Street.
I noted so many patients
there whom I had been miss-
ing from the scene. Some of
them Ted Beauchamp. .. A. J.
Albright, who has had an ex-
tended stay of several months
. . . Mrs. Dora Stacker . . .
Miss Estelle Edge . . . Mrs.
Grace Williams.
Joe and Joyce L. Young are
visiting on the West Coast.
Among stops are Los An-
geles, Cal., and Mexico.
Hannibal and Ezelle Parks
are "having a wonderful time"
at the World's Fair in New
York. Mrs. Parks, parents ac-
compained them on the trip.
Marjorie Ulen, regular writ-
er of this column, sent word
from New York, where she is
living this summer, that she
spent a four-day visit to Hart-
ford, Conn, and went over to
Cape Cod for deep-sea fishing
off Hyannis Port
Gloria W. Bishop who re-
ceived her B. A. from Le-
Moyne with High Honor and
Distinction and her M. A.
from Boston University where
she did further work on her
Ph D. has had two articles
published by leading maga-
zines of this country.
The first article appeared in
the June-July issue of "Lib-
eration" and the second one
appeared in the July edition of
"The Atlantic Monthly."
Gloria has just come back
from Mississippi, where she
taught at a Freedom School
for four weeks. She reported
that the work was very re-
warding in terms of helping
one's fellowman.
She boarded an astro-jet for
California this morning (Tues.)
a trip — all expenses paid —
bv the University of Califor-
nia. She will be attending a
conference for one week with
Many established writers from
other cities in the United
States. (Gloria hopes to pick
up many pointers while at
this conference.)
After the conference is end-
ed, she will visit for a few
days with relatives in Oak-
land. Calif.
'Black Like Me' Author
To Speak Here Sept. 17
John Howard Griffin. au-
thor of the hook, "Black Like
Me," will deliver a benefit
lecture in the Arie Crown
Theater of McCormick Place
on Thursday evening, Sept. 17,
at 8 P.M., under the sponsor-
ship of the Interreligious
Council on Urban Affairs.
Griffin, who is white, travel-
ed extensively throughout the
South disguised as a Negro,
and his book is a recorded at
count of his experiences.
He is an expert on intei -
racial relations, and because
of his travels throughout the
country in the pas!, year he
brings to his audiences a
wealth of experience in ob-
serving the Negro's frustra-
tions and aspirations in his
role as a resident in the large
urban centers of the United
States.
It may only be psychological, but when-
ever the thermometer goes up some persons
attempt to cool off by going down to the
Mississippi river and watching it flow pass
Memphis. and that was the case last Sun-
Immediately after wedding at St. John
Baptist Vance, members of the bride's fam-
ily and the bridesmaid pose for this photo-
graph at the church. From left are Mrs.
John Kerr, mother of the bride; Mr. and
Mrs. Ivory C. Hunt, Miss Vera Rivers,
bridesmaid, and John Kerr, father of the
bride. (MLR Photo)
Christine Kerr, Bride Of
Ivory C. Hunt, U.S. Navy
During an afternoon cere-
mony last week at St. John
Baptist church, Miss Christine
Kerr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Kerr of 2357 Eldridge
ave., became the bride of Ivory
C. Hunt of the U. S. Navy.
Officiating at the ceremony
attended by relatives and close
friends was the pastor, Rev. A
McEwen Williams,
Mr. Hunt was stationed in
San Francisco abroad the
U.S.S. Ranger, and was slated
to sail Aug. 5 to the Far East.
The bride is an honor grad-
uate of Booker T. Washington
High school.
The groom, who is the son
of Mrs. Vertie Ewing of 1624
Carpenter st, and the late Mr.
Julius Hunt, graduated from
Douglas High school and
studied at Tennessee State
university in Nashville a n d
Bishop college at Marshall,
Tex., before entering the serv-
ice.
Miss Vera Rivers was the
bride's maid of honor. Wed-
ding music was played by Mrs.
Rosetta Peterson at the organ.
Following Mr, Hunt's tour
of duty early next year, the
couple plans to establish res-
idence in San Francisco.
"After the Ball was over" above members of
the Bluff City and Shelby County Council
of Civic Clubs posed for this Photograph.
The fund-raising dance was given at the
Flamingo Room last Friday. Seated, left to
right. are Mrs. Lydia Robinson, Frank R.
Kilpatrick, president of the council, and
Mrs. A. B. Coleman. Standing, Jesse James.
Mrs. Johnnie Mae Peters, Mrs. Rabye
Spight, Charlie Walton, Miss Arline Patton
and Mathew Davis. (Photo by Ernest
Withers)
1
Art is being taught the above campers at Fuller Park bY
Mrs. Letitia Posten who Is an art teacher at Walker school.
day. Of course, it helps when you sit under
a tree In Tom Lee park. One man claimed
it's better than sitting In an air condition-
ed house. (MLR Photo)
(Photos by Ernest Withers)
To Open Miss. Catholic
Schools To Negro Kids
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) Catholic children who will be
-- Roman Catholic schools in entering the first grade for the
Mississippi will begin accept- now fall term starting in Sep.
ing qualified Children to the !ember.
first grade in September No public or parochial schools
"without respect to race." are now integrated below col-
The announcement came in lege level in Mississippi, the
a letter signed by the Most only state which has not made
Rev. R. 0. Gerow, bishop of at least a token start toward
the Mississippi Diocese, ancyowering racial barriers in the
was read in all Catholic.classroom since the SupraMe
churches across this race-con- Court's 1954 desegregation rui-
scious state. • ing.
A church spokesman said
implementation of the new po
lig", would "be in the hands of
the individual pastors in con-
sultation with the bishop."
"There has been no previous
egistration of Negro children,"
he said. "We have no idea who
will apply or how many."
Church officials said there
were 51 Catholic elementary
schools in the state with a
itotal enrollment of more than
17,000 pupils. An estimated "12
to 15" of the schools previous-
ly were for Negroes only.
No immediate estimate was
available on the number of
MR. AND MRS. WALTER L. ROUSE
Loyola Baske
Ora Laverne
The sanctuary of St. John
Baptist Church Vance was the
picturesque setting recently for
the beautiful summer wedding
which united Miss Ora LaVern
Lee to Walter Victor Rouse of
Chicago.
The charming bride is the
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Ro-
bert E. Lee of 1268 College St.,
and the groom's parents are
Rev. and Mrs. Walter Buford
Rouse of Edwardsville, Ill.
Officiating at the double ring
ceremony was the pastor, Rev.
A, McEwen Williams. Mrs.
Josie Cobb played organ music,
while Miss Antoinette Mitchell
sang for the occasion.
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a gown
of Chantilly lace by Pandora
designed with a Sabrina neck-
line, its long, sleeves tapering
to bridal points.
Theskirt featured a yoke of
lace in the front and the back
Texture Tip
If you're looking for a deco-
rative pick-me-up for the livinz
room, textured or sculptured
ceramic tile may be the answer. ' •
Use this new decorative favo-
rite for an accent wall.
The play of both natural and
r
artificial light upon the subtle
elief of textured or sculptured 
ft,
tile surfaces can be quite dra-
matic, and the bright glazes will
acid to the effect of this new




of the gown extended into a
fan-shaped chapel train. Im-
ported rosebuds held her shoul-
der-length veil of illusion, She
carried a circlet of white rose
budgs.
THE ATTENDANTS
Miss Robbie Herron was the
maid of honor. Bridesmaids
included Miss Elizabeth Brad-
shaw, Miss Doris Hamilton and
Miss Shirley McCray.
Petite little Miss Mae Brad-
field was the flower girl. She
is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Sydney Bradfield. Ron-
nie Tell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Teil, was ringbearer. -
Rev. John Rouse, brother of
the groom, was best man.
Groomsmen were Ernest John-
son, Memphis; Rich Rochelle,
Evanston, III., and Jimmie Mc-
Millan, Chicago.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Lee selected a frock of
bone nylon lace which featur-
Tile Popularity
More and more homeowners
are discovering when it comes
to surfacing materials, that
what's best for one area is fre-
quently best for other areas at
well — and for much the same
reasons.
For Instance ceramic tile has
long been considered the best
material for walls and floors in
bathrooms. The reasons are real
tile's resistance to water, long
life, beauty and ease of clean-
ing.
It takes only some simple de-
ductions to see why tile is be-
Imo
•
ed a bodice covered with
pearls and stone. She wore ,
matching hat and shouldir„s
corsage of purple orchids. •
Mrs. Rouse chose a pinldt
sheath with a pink lace bodicelF
and wore a shoulder corsagevw•40-L7 
of white orchids.
GARDEN RECEPTION
Immediately after a ga
reception given by the bri
parents, the couple left or
cago where they will reside:
Mr. Rouse, was an outsta
ing basketball star at Loyol,
university in Chicago, fro
which he was graduated wit
a bachelor of science degre
Presently employed with
insurance firm, he plans '1r.
return to Loyola for an
vanced degree at the School o4-
Social and Industrial Relations=
Mrs. Rouse completed ner'"
Junior year at Memphis State -
university and plans to finiSli-;;*
her college work in Chicago.
1
Joseph P. Bootee ceteorated
his fourth birthday anniver-
sary recently at the home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
"Peasy" Booker of 414 E. Mc-
Lemore Ave.
i Men's Club Plans
For Lawn Party
The South Side Men's club
met recently at 607 McLemore
and made plans for a lawn
party to be held on Saturday,
Aug. 15, at 1414 Cameron at.
James Mitchner, is president..
and founder of the club.
A more recent meeting of
the members was held at thagg,
home of Mr. and Mrs. WilliarM
Burke of 1502 Livewell cirelas.•
on Monday night.
T. A, Walton is club report-,
er.
Chili '46
To Los Angeles Officers
To See Grandson Installed
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Was-
burn of 1249 Quinn Ave., and
their son. Aubrey are enroute
to Los Angeles Cal. to visit
their daughter, Mrs. Jacquelyn
Carter and her husband.
The featured attraction of
the trip for the Washburns is




Representatives of 38 tele-
phone companies in Tennessee
plan to meet in Nashville, Sep.
tember 2-3, for the 30th annual
convention of the Tennessee
Telephone Association.
Association President Ran-
del S. Burns, president of the
Bledsoe Telephone Coopera-
tive, Pikeville, said that this
year's meeting will stress bet-
ter ways to improve service to
the 1,320,000 phones in over
300 exchanges throughout Ten-
nessee.
More than 300 Association
members and their wives are
expected for the two-day meet-
ing in the Hermitage Hotel.
-orning more and more popular
for other, areas where these
qualities are important — such
as kitchens, entranceways.
laundries and so forth.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
This is to acknowledge that I, MRS. MAYME
HALL LEWIS of St. Anne, Illinois, am one of the
blood relatives (first cousin) of Mrs. Ida Mae
Qualls' uncle. I take this method of explaining
because I was ignored by the press of the daily
papers.
ti
Members of Club 48 were
guests of Mrs. Mildred Johnson
of 2912 Broad st. recently and
one of the main items on the
business agenda was the in-
stallation of officers. '
Installed by the club ad-
visor, James King, were Jame
White, president; Mrs. Mary
Walker, vice president; Mrs.
Norma Williams, secretary;
Mrs. Ruby Aldridge, corre-
sponding secretary and Mrs.
Salena Worthham, financial
secretary.
The hostess for the meeting
in presently a resident of Chi-
cago and was visiting her par-
ents.
Also present for the meet-
ing were Mrs. Cora Gleese, im-




Mts, Jennie M. Taylor of
Philadelphia, Penn, is visiting
her daughters and grandchil-
dren here in Memphis. Mrs.
Taylor is dividing her time beg&
ween her two daughters, MAY
Helen T. Harris and husband.
Bill, and their children and
Mrs. Minerva T. Hancock and
her daughters, Ingrid and
Lynn. She will be here for
three weeks.
BETA TAU CHAPTER of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
invites. you to
DANCE TO DAWN
at CURRIE'S CLUB TROPICANA,
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Se Gloxinia Art and Gar- clerical work, E.C.I.,. andclub met in the home or typing.
Miss Lila Nortcross, with Mrs. The young people and :someRaymond Ridley as co-host- adults attended the Christianess. Devotion, centered around Methodist Youth conferencethe poem and garden prayer in Atlanta, Ga. From Hum-in the Year Book, was beauti- boldt were: Doris Ann Gentry,fully given by Mrs. Erma Brenda Burnett, Howard Gen-Jones. A report of the State I try, Morris 'Paul Fair, Mrs.Meeting was given by Mrs. A. B. Roe, Mrs. C. C. ThomasGigs Baskerville. Plans are be- and Deborrah, Mrs. N. F. Wil-ing discussed for a celebration i hams and Mrs. A. M. Buckley.of the anniversary of the club. A NEW DAUGHTERMore about it will be in the As grandparents usuallypapers 50011.
A delicious ice with home-
made cookies was served. Mrs.
Erma Wynn of Dyer. a mem-
ber,of the club, sent greetings
via a card from Germany
where she is visiting her
iktghter and family.FURLOUGH
Airman Will K. Hart from
Kincheloe Air Force Base in
Michigan recently visited his
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Arlie Gentry, and daughters.
While in the Air Force, young
Hart is studying accounting,
are, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Ridley are all smiles with
chests out as they announced
the birth of their first grand-
child, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Marshall Ridley at Millington
Air Force Base in Memphis.
The young lady was given the
name of Cormen Rae. Mother
and daughter are doing fine.
The Arlie Gentrys have
moved into their new ranch-
style home on Fort Hill. It is
a beautiful, well constructed
building that commands praise.
Mr. Gentry was foremost in
its construction with the help
Grand Exalted Ruler Hobson R. Reynolds
and top Elk officials as they met with FHA
officers and builders to sign the papers for
the $3-million Elks low income housing
'Elevate'
What's overhead is frequently
jokmost overlooked part of the
Wn in a remodeling or redeco-
rating project.
Aside from the care given to
selecting lighting fixtures, lit-
tle attention is given the ceiling.
other areas of the room get the
beauty treatment.
Actually, with materials like
ceramic tile available in a wide
range of colors, textures and
sizes, there's no reason why a
drab ceiling can't be "elevated"
of friends. Congratulations to
them.
Miss Mary Lucile Coble of
Fulton, Ky., is visiting her
I daughter, Arlene.
TO CALIFORNIA
A healthy spread was laid
out for Walter Lovelady, Jr.,
Tyrone Farmer, Bernard Daw-
son Lewis, Jr., and Miss Lena
Mae Mathis at the Humboldt
,Lake honoring Junius Brod-
inax, Jr., who has been help.
ling his grandmother, Mrs.
Vance, this summer. His other
grandmother, Mrs. Bertha Ba-
ker, came from Tuskegee for
him. They will go to his home
in Chicago to pick up Seen&
Louise, his sister, before
journeying to California for a
Visit with relatives there.
Grandmother Vance is missing
the services of her adorable
grandson, already.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Farmer
were delighted to have their
sister and family as visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Dawson
Lewis, Sr. and children. They
shared their visit with her
mother, Mrs. Maud Ferrell,
Rev. C. C. Adams of Phila-
delphia, long time friend of
Rev. Vance, visited Humboldt,
'where he pastored years ago.
Project, ELKS VALLEY VIEW APART-
MENTS. Chattanooga. Tennessee. Ground- I
breaking was held August 5, completion is
expected during 1965.
to a position or interest a
beauty.
Easy-to-clean materials irk
ceramic tile on ceilings are gra -
Heal as well as decorative, sin
real tile can be kept like n.•
with occasional damp dusting.
Big Bang
Roy Rogers' gun collection,
which he keeps in a big glass,
case in the Playroom of his!
Double R Ranch, is insured for'
/25,004
6 Mon'', on Job Qualifies
OVER 75 CARS FROM
$99 .0 $899





270 Union Ave. JA 7-44/8
MR. AND MRS. J. RICHARDSON
CHEVROLET TRUCKS
NEW or USED
OVER 100 TO CHOOSE
VERY BEST PRICES
HOEHN TRUCK CENTER
Hollywood Business Section would
easi!y convert to church, former
theatre bldg. Will seat over 800
people, very tine brick construction,
can buy at a bargain.
Carnation with
the exclusive new
SURE-ORIP.RIIV,ki4t VITAMIN D INCREASED
This new rim holds any ordinary beverage opener snugly to prevent
slipping...pours easier. too-it's "the milk from Contented Cows"
Honored At Wedding Reception
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Richard- Ala.
,on were complimented during The bridegroom is son ofa reception, honoring their re- Mrs Elnora Richardson of De-cent marriage. Giving the re-
ception at the Lelia Walk !rola, Mich.
clubhouse was Mrs. Mary In For her wedding reception,
gram, mother of the bride the young bride wore a short
The bride is the former royal blue satin dress, on the
Gloria Ingram. Her late father ,A-line style with fullness at
was Mr. Robert Ingram, Jr. the hips, with a royal blue
She is also the niece of Mr. and ,overskirt of scalloped chantil-
Mrs. Lee Ingram: Mr. andlly lace, contrasted with blue
Mrs. Joe Gunns and Mrs. Es- ;sequins around the neckline, included Miss Samye Lynam,,ie Turner, all of Decatur, and the sleeves. She selected and Miss Georgia Fisher._
silver sling pumps. Her should-
er corsage was of white car-
nations.
RECEIVING LINE
The Rev. Mrs. Louise Ly-
from headed the receiving
line, in which were: mother of
the bride, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Richardson, the bride &
groom, Mr. and Mrs. Lee In-
gram, Mrs. Mary T. Gunns of
Decatur, Ala., and Mrs. Essie
Turner of Decatur, Ala.
Young hostesses at the event
The Southern lightw•ight champion, Tommy
"Rip" Davis is und•feated in th• professional
ranks. He-was born July 13, 1942 in Memphis
and started fighting attire age of 13. H. has had
64 amateur fights and lost only two. H. turned
"pro" in 1962 and had his first fight on Feb. 10,
knocking out Jo• Hop• in the second round at
Little Rock, Ark.
March 12, 1962 — Knocked out DENNIS WILLIAMS
in the third round, Memphis, Tenn..
May 3, 1962 — Knocked out JIMMY TOLE in the
fourth round at Memphis, Tenn.
July 3, 1962 — Decisioned CHARLES FISHER in
the sixth round at Chicago.
Sept. 6, 1962 — Knocked out AL REED in the
third round in Memphis, Tenn.
Nov. 14, 1962 — Knocked out TUBBY CARTER
' for the Southern title in four rounds at
•Little Rock.
Ian. 21, 1963 — Knocked out AL REED in fourth
round in Memphis.
' March 20, 1963 — Knocked out JOE BROWN in
the sixth round in Chicago.
May lb, 1963 — Knocked out JAMES Bi'RD In the
second round in Memphis Tenn.
July 5, 1964 — Knocked out Gerry Ray Little in the
2nd round at Memphis County Penn. Farm.
Aug. 24, 1964 — Knocked out George, Wright in the
3rd round at Memphis Penn. Farm.
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.






CITY U.S. GOVERNMENT - MILITARY PERSONNEL ARE INVITED TO THE BEST DEALS
FITTED FOR THE POCKET'S ALLOWANCE, ON OUR USED CAR PAGE - NOTES, DOWN PAYMENT, ETC.
THREE REASONS-WELCOME WEEK _ USED CAR SHOPPERS Earn Big Dividends, By Simply Following Up This Weekly Display of Bargains
Better Values To Ths Customers






EAST•  ACROSS FROM Kith
14111..1*-
1964 DEMONSTRATORS
GAL. 500 2 Dr 
Autom. N.H., P.S. 5, 2271 Miles
FALCON Sprint  2650
Cyl. Fully Equipp. B. Seats Autom., N.H., P.S.
T. A. C.
FAIRLANE 500 4 Dr  2495
Autom. R. H., W.S.W., P.S.
GAL. Size Custom 500 $2750
Autom, R. H., Air Cond.
GAL. 500 4 Dr $2850
Sedan In Service Equipped
GAL. 500.4 Dr  $3000
Sedan, Air Cond.
$95.00 DOWN • NOTES
1961 Olds. 2 Dr. Hardtop  
$6410
1963 Econoline Van  
$3610
1962 Falcon Wagon $36"
1962 Falcon Futura 
53938





1955 ford 1,2 Ton  
5395
1960 GMC ve Ton   $795
1961 Ford 1 2 Ton. P.0 $1095
Camper Included





1955 Mer. H 7
995
1958 Cher. Belair  695
1958 Cher. Wagon 
1960 Nash 4 Dr    '695
1958 Rambler. 4 Dr. Sedan  695








2255 LAMAR GL 2-6291
'Across From Kota"
Lower Prices More and Better Cars To Choose From
trap.'grit Amer • ..r•.
. • •
4 • /








1 0 Olds. 98  $1695
H.T., Autom. N.H., P.B.S., Fact. Air.
1959 Olds. 98 Holiday  1295
Sedan, Autom. N.H., P.S.B., Air.
1958 Olds. 4 Dr. Sedan  $695
N.H., P.S.B., Tutone Finish
1962 Cher. Wagon  $1995
' R. H. Autom. Full Power Air.
1963 TN 4 Triumph $2195
R. H., Convt.
1961 Ford 2 Dr., R. H.,  $995
Straight Drive
• 1959 Pont. 4 Dr., Sedan  $995
R. H , Autom. P.S.B.
1960 Ford Fairlane  $995
500 N.H., Autom. P.B.S.
1962 Pont. Cat. 4 Dr. $1995
Sedan, N.H., Autom, Air.
1963 F-85 4 Dr. Sedan  $2095
Fact. Air., New Car Warranty
1956 Olds. 4 Dr. Sedan  $395
1959 Mercury   $895
2 Dr. Sedan, N.H., Autom.
SAVE
1960 Olds: Convt    $1495,
R. H., Autom. P.S.B.
1960 Olds. 88  $1295
4 Dr., Sedan R.H., Autom. P.S.B.
1962 Olds. 88 4 Dr  $2095
Autom., R. H. Factory Air
1960 Olds. R.H  '1095
Autom., Solid White
1962 Olds. F-85  $1695
2 Dr. Sedan Autom., N.H., W.S.W.
1959 Olds. 884 Or  5995
Autom. N.H., P.S.B., Air Cond.
 FREE OIL 
For As Long As You Own The Car!
Russell Reeves
OLDSMOBILE
t nion BR 8-6611
BETTER BUY AT











Solid red. White ton.
Notes $52.78 Per Mo.
'59 Ford V-8
Straight drive.
Notes $34,42 Per Mo.
'60 Ford Gal.
4-door Hardtop. Loaded.
Notes $38,71 Per Mo.
58 Chev. Impala
Sport Coupc
Notes $28.76 Per Al°'
'59 Ford Convert.
R,adv to go
• Notes $26.80 Per M°'
Is Ford FL "500"
1-door Sedan.
Notes $23,56 Per Mo.
'58 Buick Century
2-door Hardtop.
Notes $39.61 Per No.
'62 Ford Gal "500"
Hardtop, factory air condition
Like new.
Notes $57,34 Per Mo.
'61 Olds 6488” 2-dr.
Hardtop, power steering and
brakes, factory air, creamputi
Notes $56.77 Per Mo.
'62 Chevrolet
Super Sport, automatic. powe
steering, factory air condition




Notes $49.86 Per Mo.
'61 Chev. Cony.
V-8, straight drive.
Notes $52.12 Per 51°'
'61 Ford Van
Econoline. One owner.
Notes $37.22 Per Mo.
'62 Comet 4-dool
Automatic drive. Like new,




Notes $34.22 Per Mr°'
'56 Merc. 2-dool
Hardtop
Notes $19.81 Per Mo.
HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER
458-1151 • If you qualify














4 ;Innr it 'oPup




. 4 .• I • ',or. Una
'63 Chev. $2395
• - nr, ;not, , Ek;:.‘
'63 Flo. 51495
'63: Dodge 51495
11;r• :2-donr 17-,; ,;n •r•I
r • Ill
'63 Valn't $1495





.1.-14-•. power steering and
I.
'62 Cher. $1695
4-dnor. 714.1in and 1; ,der
r,,,tratic orl,e. air 4.'11-
..1;1 nn. •
'62 Cher. 51595
Iupt 1w 4-done 11ard 1 nP-
P o r and
Ono OW11"1.
'62 V.W. $1295





•.° • nnl rad,
'62 Ford 5I195
FA, on Fut.!". Ttadto and •
1,•atrr. atiloliiatif. 0 it e












,t1, •••• 0,1:o and



















60 De5oto $995,-„••• •
• to, air
'59 Buick $1095
• ,1-no to ;11
• - ..p.I 'n, air CO: .
• I " tne 1.4; k
'59 Ford 5995
Connit, Squtro !I-pa/teen-
:, r wanon. Full power




Fau-',ne • L.O.' :3- door
lIspdtop.
'57 .Linc. $795
2-door Hardtop One own.





























Straight drive. One owner




Sei 0. P. Marry Sr.
114 CopMend—Temmy Few
M. II. "Ivd" B•orl —Lay Ihrun•ff
PAT PATTERSON
MOTOR SALES NO. 3
3264 Summer FA 4-5581
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tampion.s.one It was obvious that every-
.' arrie was looking at the strong
s Angeles pitching, the
avez Ravine residents' longIt in the memorable clean
eep of the New York
: ankees in the 1963 Worldle
: ries.
Thus far the Dodgers, after
i 0 slow start, have been strug-
; :Ring just to get in a contend-
1 g position. Being eight to 10
es out of first place most
the peason the defending
*amps will have to put on a
Aral spurt to finish in the
-Money.
115•rei The weak link in their, 
itching chain proved to be
rewd veteran southpaw,
Vohnny Padres. Podres was
1 Iured along with Sandy Kou-
x early in the season. Kou-
, x managed to recover but
Ares is a,Rossible loss for
.) On remainder of the campaign.
'National
League batting
amp Tommy Davis didn't
lp the Dodgers with his pro-
longed batting slump. To fur-
iter add to the Californians'
goes Maury Wills was slowed
)own because of an ankle in-
' ny.a-
Perhaps the brightest spot
set the LA collapse has been
The hitting of John Roseboro.
he sturdy catcher led his team
.in hitting most of the season,
'poking the horsehide near the
ij $10 pace.
' fERRA LEADS YANKEES
Yogi Berra retired after last
ifrason and took over the reins
ller Ralph Houk who moved
tthe front office. It was firstieved that Manager Berra
-.right be driven from retire-
. *lent by Baltimore, Chicago
: gild Minnesota, a trio of teams
etennined to unseat the
tanks.
••• Despite a slow start and a
nacious pursuit by the afore-
entioned American League
pirants, the Yanks have been
inging precariously to a
kant lead in recent weeks.
tAV Yankees removed Balti-
more from the top perch but
' Chicago's hitless White Sox
. jould easily be in the top spot
pith a little better luck
Jigainst the Bronx Bombers.
:.. The American League's most
$uthenic bomber group is the
Dower packed Minnesota club.
i the Twins have run producers
' burn but their pitchingi
4 ayes much to be desired. The
' innesota arsonal includes the
Iircuit's top batter in Tony
:Viva. Rookie Olive is follow-
:ed in the line-up by Harmon
Zillebrew ..nd Bob Allison, a
:pair of renowned fence busters.
Allison has clouted 26 homers
'ind is challenging Oliva for
the hitting crown. Killebrew
ads the majors with 36 four
se wallops. That pace
-amounts to a homer every 11
:times to the plate.
... 
; jllgjllIlliONIIIIIIBy BILLLITTLP111111111111111M
' MENNANTS FOR GRABS I watched this powerful
''' When the baseball season Twins crew on a balmy July
tt underway in April this is night in Chicago bomb Juan
w the fearless forecasters Pizzaro the White Sox 14 game
t their predictions on the winner with three rocket like
tte at that early stage of the circuit smashes. It was hard
ajor league chase. Many took to believe that the Twins were
Ike easy way out and picked just coming off a long tail
:le Dodgers to repeat as world spin.
Jim "Mudcat" Grant pitch-
ed a strong game after a
shaky first inning to salvage
the 8-3 win. Pizzaro and his
successors Hoyt Wilheim were
clobbered with lethal wallops
off the bats of Allison, Zoilo
Versalles and Bob Castro.
The American League race
probably will go right down
to the wire but a lot could be
settled when the three top
clubs meet this week in games
at New York and Baltimore.
PHILLIES ON TOP
According to the pre-season
dope an improved Philadelphia
team was slated for a fast
break from the start in the Na-
tional League because the Phil'
lies had a relatively soft sched-
ule. The Phils were true to
form, however, nobody seem
capable of heading the pen-
nant thirsty Philadelphia. The
Philles have protected
themselves as real contenders
with the favored San Francis-
co Giants.
Baltimore is the pick in the
American, ignoring the White
Sox and Al Lopez's fancy for
winning the pennant every
five years. The Orioles versus
the Philhes wouldn't set any
box office reccrds but it would
be good for both leagues if
the long overdue teams could
meet in the October classic.
Should the Yanks and Giants
play according to the dope
sheet World Series fans will
:.1ee quite a few familiar faces.
On the other hand the experts




JACKSON, Tenn. — Eugene
Legler, project leader of wild-
life investigations, indicates
that the 1964 dcve and rabbit
hunting success will probably
be fair to good.
Information shows that the
dove calling index in all of
the Eastern Dove Manage-
ment Unit, which includes all
states east of the Mississippi
River, increased approximate-
ly 10 per cent. Resulting from
the study, the dove bag limit
was changed this year from
10 to 12.
Dove season was set by the
Commission in July and is
split three ways again this
year: Sept. 1-30; Oct. 17-Nov.
11; and Dec. I9-Jan. 1.
Mysterious shooting claimed
its latest victim when Terry
Miles, 18, of 5941 Calumet Ave.,
was struck in the right hip by
a shot while walking near 61st
St. and Ellis Ave.
He was taken to Woodlawn
hospital.
HICKMAN AFB, HAWAII —
Capt. Robert L. Dabney, a 1980
"All-Air Force" football team
member, died suddenly while
on duty in Hawaii.
An outstanding officer Dab-
ney, 27, a native of Atlanta,
had received several citations
including the Air Force Corn-
mendation Medal.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Dabney, of Atlanta, Capt. Dab-
ney a 1959 honor graduate of
Tuskegee (Ala.) Institute was
i commissioned in the Air Force
lin August of the same year.
He had been a member of
ROTC at Tuskegee.
Capt. Dabney had duty as-
Pignments at Mitchell and
Hickman Air Force Bases;
Misawa APR, Japan; and in
Viet Nam.
An excellent athlete, he had
directed little League Base-
ball teams on Long Island, New
York and in Hawaii.
A solemn requiem mass WES
said at St. Paul of the Cross
Catholic church Atlanta, an d




Again Soon MISS McGUIRE RACING TO FAME
Edith McGuire, of Tennessee, who won both sprints against
the Russians two weeks ago, breaks the tape to win the
209-meter dash of the Olympic trials in New York. Miss
McGuire also won the 100-meter dash. The 20-year•old
speedster, who once raced in the shadow of famed 1960
Olympian Wilma Rudolph, swept the 100 In 11.3 seconds and
the 200 in 23.4.—(1.1PI Telephoto)
Mishap
Tony Franciosa, star of WB-
KB - TV's n e w "Valentine's
the third time in four games a. suited in a slight, snake th 
Day," got his first acting roleat . y
accident. Tony, then 18,o
gainst the Baltimore Orioles, very slight, calcification in the 
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
The New York Yankees, down
in third place after a near-dis-
astrous weekend, held out hope
that x-ray treatments will make
it possible for pitcher Whitey
Ford to return to action in a
few days.
Ford, who ins compiled a 12- strain of the right hip joint,
4 record despite the hip ailment accompanied by a chronic in-
that has plagued him all sea- nammation," the spokesman
son, lasted only two innings
said. "The inflammation has re•Sunday as the ankees lost for
Afterward it was disclosed
that Ford is suffering from a
calcium deposit in his right hip.
But a Yankee spokesman said
that team physician Dr Sidney
Gaynor believes the calcium de-
posit is the effect, and not the
cause, of Ford's trouble.
"Dr. Gaynor has diagnosed
Ford's trouble as a ligament
area.
"But Dr. Gaynor says that it
is the strain and the inflamma-
tion — not the calcification —
which is causing Ford the pain
that keeps him from pitching,"
the spokesman stressed. 'If the
inflammation would clear up,"
Whitey would be able to pitch."
A HOT BAT—AND HOWi—Pirate outfielder Willie 
Stargen
who has been swinging a mighty hot bat lately, gags it up





1st & 2rtcl RACE
INTERSTATE 55 WEST MEMPHIS ARKANSAS
lath anniversary of the Social Elite Club
was miebrated recently at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Imes Sykes of S. Orleans St.
The club was organised April 1046. The
first president was Mrs. Hattie Sykes. In
the la years. the club has had only three
presidents other than Mrs. Sykes. They were
Mesdames Georgia McNeal, Bernice James
ANAHEIM, Calif — (UPI) — 1
The Los Augeles Angels signed)
a contract committing them to
transfer their American League
baseball franchise to this Or-
ange County city for the 1966
season.
Robert 0. Reynolds, presi-
dent of the Golden West Base-
ball Company which owns the
Angels, and Mayor Odra L.
(Chuck) Chandler signed a con-
tract under which the city of
Anaheim promised to build a
$20 million 45,000 seat stadium
for the ball club.
The Angela, a product or the
American league's expansion
move in 1961, have been fretful
tenants of Dodger Stadium in
Los Angeles since 1962 when
President Walter O'Malley com-
pleted his $18 million edefice in
Chavez Ravine.
accompanied a friend to an in-
terview for a part in a YWCA
play. Tony was talked into




BANKRUPT OR WAGE EARNER





and Bertha Butler, the current president.
Above are, left to right, seated, Mesdames
Lucinda Caruth, Velma Williams, Emma
Swann, and Bertha Butler. Standing, Me;.
dames Jimmie Collins, Corine Farmer,
Zonis Walker, Vannie Brown, Amanda




(UPI)—.A three ton circus ele-
phant sat down on a one ton
car after balking at marching
in a parade.
One witness said the small
foreign auto (Volkswagen)
"looked like a tny that some-
one hid stepped on."
The driver escaped unhurt,
but wondering what to tell
the insurance company.
Plays, Too
Mickey Rooney, star of WE-
KB-TV's upcoming comedy
series, "Mickey," is a talented
musician, playing almost
every instrument in the band
and has written both popular
songs and a symphony.
Know Your Negro History
The greatest factor in the ex-
tension of the slave trade ID the
15th and 11th cnturies was ths








1962 TEMPESTR.N., Straight Trans. 
1962 COMET S.22, Bucket Seat,.All Th• Goodies 
1961 lluEiRlyClEilql:ifip2p ir: Power , & AT
1960 FORD 4 Dr. Gal., R.H• .!Autorn., 300 H.P. Engine . 
1958 FORD, R.H.,




Wh!;dei ri lt3efrui:r $1 195
1962 VH11 aFf g4h ans.  , . •. $795.
Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
TURD & GAYSO AVENUE JA 6-8871
OPEN HIES
NEW HIBH-ENERGY ESSO EXTRA GASOLINE BOOSTS POWER THREE WAY
I Cleaning Power! Dirt can clog
I even a new carburetor in a few
months of normal operation—causing
hard starting and rough idling. Your
very first tankful of New Eno Extra
will start to clear away these deposits
—in new engines or old—to improve
power and mileage.
Hym
OIL & MIMIC MillitNY—
MAUKA.11 LEADING t CCNPANY
• NUmM.1 OIL I RCP my MO COMPANY. 11144
2 Firing Power! Spark plug andcylinder deposits can cause mis-
firing, pre-ignition and hot spots. New
Eno Extra neutralizes these harmful
deposits—to help your engine fire
smoothly, to help preserve the power
of new cars and restore lost power to
many older cars.
MAKERS OF ESSO /nearer's AND
SUPPLIERS OF ESSO RACING FUELS
THAT POWERED A .1. FOYT AND
3Octane Power! New Essohas the high octane that
cars now need for full smooth performl
ance without knocking.
You'll get aLf these extras with N
Power-formula Esso Extra 
gasoline
it puts a tiger in your tank!
RODGER WARD TO FIRST AND SEC-
OND PLACE IN THIS YEAR'S INDIAN.
APOLIS 500 MEMORIAL DAY CLASSIC
Page 12
DEFSPIRI614 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 15, 1961
Sepia Track woman May
Save U. At Olympics
Trenton Tenn. News
DEATHE AND FUNERALS
Mr. Grant Moore had seemed
to be improving from a serious
• illness, suffered a fatal attack
July 23. He died the next day
at his home. Rites were held
July 31st at Smyrna Primitive
Baptist church. The funeral. _
• • !Edith. "It has changed my
Eulogy was delivered by the
Elder J. W. Andrews.
But Miss McGuire Refuses ,training program somewhat but Mrs. Doashie Wade of East.I'm getting on to it."
I a trip to Jamaica a year ago




110 Wilma Rudolph. i for her great "secon
d effort"
"I don't want to be another Wilma---I just want 
.oand she decided to bear down
n a training program for that
to be Edith," says willowy Edith McGuire of At—es well as the 100. 
,
A. C.
run the 200 seriously," says before.' •
gold medals at Rome in 1960 Redskin Taylor Named Tops A. C. Montgomery of Gre
en,-
by winning the 100 and 200 me-
ters and anchoring the winning
sprint relay team with perform-
ances that entranced Europe-
ans and touched off an unpra
cedented boom in women's track
over here.
Wilma was a big star at Ten- Richmond Va. next Saturday couraged about our aefense." director of McDonald
 Funeral
nessee State and Edith was night ' ' coach HID Mcl-eas rornment- home, a family-owned busi-
among the scrubinis just a Taylor. voted the outstand- ed. "but while I saw a lot of ness.
couple of years ago. Mg player in last Friday's All-
Comparisons are inevitable
since both run the same events,
attended the same school and
had the same coach. The coach,
Ed Temple, also is coach of Krause.
this year's Olympic team.
"The pressure is there, all
right," Edith concedes. "I think'
about it now but it doesn't re-
ally bother me. When I get tol
Tokyo, I just hope to do the
best I can and not worry about
anything but that."
Edith, now 20, is five feet,
eight inches tall and weighs 128-1
She doesn't look even that Will
except when she stretches out
her stride under full throttle in
the 200 meters.
Her clockings don't approach!
Miss Rudolph's best but could;
be good enough to achieve some'
success at Tokyo.
Wilma holds the world 100 me-
ter record of 11.2 and won the
Olympics in 1960 at 11:5. Edith
has done 11.3
Wilma set the world 200 meter•
record of 22.9 in the 1960
trials at Corpus Christi, Tex.,
and won the Olympics in 24
flat. Edith did 23.3 this year as
she and teammate Vivian Brown
ran 1-2 in the dual meet with
Russia a couple of weeks back.
MONTGOMERY
lanta and Tennessee State, America's chief hope for I "Now I run extra 
distances
one, two or three gold medals' i to build up stamina,"
 she says) Greenwood Man
in women's track at the Olym-i "This Is the first year I've' "I never had to consid
er that
pie games in Tokyo this fall.
Edith grew up athletically in _ _ _
the shadow of the sensational




PRINCETON, N.J. — (UPI)
—Forty high school students,
most of them Negroes, are
spending six weeks this summer
studying at Princeton Universi-
They are taking part in the
Princeton summer studies Pro-
gram which is designed to eli-
minate inequality of opportunity
for boys from the lowest income
families.
The boys arrived here July 6
and will stay through Aug. 17.
They were drawn from a Pool
of New Jersey youngsters with
high but unrealized potential.
They are studying courses
rahging from language, litera-
ture and geology to sculpture
and American civilization.
The program is sponsored by
a three-year grant from the
Rockefeller Foundation.
Cafe Manager
TOLEDO, Ohio — (UPI) — A
gang of about a dozen Negro
youths threw a tire iron at a
cafe owner ce-. the fringe of
downtown Toledo, striking him
a glancing blow on the head.
Neil Petcof, owner of the
Buckingham Cafe, said he heard
a commotion outside the cafe
about midnight. When he step-
ped out to investigate, a tire
iron hit the doorway and struck
him in the :ace.
Moments later, the front win-
dow of the cafe was smashed
by the gang of Negro youths.
While investigating the disturb-I
ance, police found a demolished!
automobile parted at a near-1
by curb. They surmised the two
incidents were related. . •
Officers arrested five Negro
youths and an adult near the
cafe. Petcoff identified two of
them as part of the gang. They
were booked on charges of de-
porting themselves in a man-
ner tending to inflict bodily in-
jury.
•
Star clash with the Bears,
worked out with the Redskins
along with lineman George
Seals and uefensive back Paul
good things, I saw many areas
needing improvement. The de-
fense actually gave us enough
chances to win almost any
game but we didn't have the
offensive to take advantage." agency in
Montgomery was "highly
recommended" for the position
by a former employer, Wiley
Mossy, Sr., president of Mossy





PIANO I & II - ORGAN I & II
VOICE CULTURE
I & II, Theory, Chord, Progression Harmony,




SPECIALIZING in Church Music
HYMNS, SACRED, & GOSPEL







MM. IL T.O. 10 ROOF. MAD NY Sit INSTILLED F1011 AktflOCAll 11001.
wood, Miss., has joined the
CASLISLE, Pa. — (UPI) Taylor's presence was par- ,firm of Pryor Oldsmobile at
The Washington Redskins wel- titular welcome after Wash- 12525 Summer Ave.,
 as salei
comed All-Star hero Charlie ington's 28-27 loss to Detroit ,representative.
Taylor to their training ses- last Saturday unveiled ear- For more than 23 year;
sions as they began prepare- ins weaknesses in the run- Montogomery was associated
tions for an exhibition game fling game. in Greenwood with his 
sister,
against the Chicago Bears in ' Overall, I'm moased and en-,Mrs. R. McDonald, as funeral
Second St. died Saturday night
To Be A 2nd Miss Rudolph 
Miss McGuire. ran a 200 on in the Gibson General Hospi-
tal after several days illness.
Mr. Booker Smith of Chica-
go, Ill, passed in Chicago Fri-
day night. His body was laid
to rest here. The funeral was
held at First Baptist church
Sunday Aug. 9.
Mrs. Addie M. Gentry of
Dyer was buried Aug. 1st.
SICK AND SHUT IN
Mrs. Annie M. Mottly of E.
Third St, was recently dis-
missed from Gibson General
hospital. Mrs. Frances "E"
Rogers of Memphis was re-
cently dismissed from Gibson
General hospital after an an-
nual physical checkup. Mr.
Lee Roy Moore of E. First St
is in Gibson General for treat-
ment. Mr. Sammie D. Moore
is confined to his home due
to illness. Mr. Raymond John-
son suffered a slight hand in-
jury a few weeks ago.
VISITS AND VACATIONS
Mrs. Willie Barnett returned
home after a extended visit
in St. Louis, Mo. with her
daughter and son-in-law Mr.
and Mrs. Stringfellow and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Stringfellow
and family visited in the city
and Alamo, Tenn. a few days
with Mrs. Cutris Ivory and
family, Mr. and Mrs. James
Newhouse and family.
Miss Elizabeth Gooch of
Chicago, Ill, visited her mother
BAD CREDIT? OR NO CREDIT?
IF your credit is bad and you need a car.
Don't worry
SEE
F. G. Miller at John VI•liford Co.
915 Union Av•. PH. JA 6-0466
Mrs. Georgie Nolan a few
weeks ago.
Mrs. Lee Roy Nash of Indi-
anapolis Ind. is visiting rela-
tive and frineds here.
Mr. and Mrs. Tyrone Jones
of St. Louis, Mo. and daughter
Sherry Evon, are visiting
their parents and grandpar-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Mildred
Barnett, Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
Carnes and great grandpar-
ents.
Miss Velma Jean Barnett is
studying nursing in Minnea-
polis Minn., is visiting her par-
ents and grand pai ants here,
Mr. and Mrs. Mildred Barnett,
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Carnes re-
spectively
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. New-
house, son and mother-in-law,
Mrs. Fannie Ivy, of South
Bend, Ind. are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. James Newhouse, rela-
tives here. Mr. and Mrs. Bunie
Lee Erby, and family of South
Bend, Ind, are visiting their
parents and family here.
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Hooker
and family and Mr. Alfenza
Hooker of Flint, Mich. are
visiting their parents here Mi..
and Mrs. Alfonza Hooker, Sr.
Miss Ruth Bryant of L. A. is
visiting her parents and gran
mother here. Mr. and M.
Myrtle Bailey and family.
Mrs. Elizabeth Dodd entered
Gibson General hospital Aug.
5. Group Three of M a r tin
Tabernacle C.M.E. church
sponsored a bus trip to Hick-
man, Ky. last week.
Mrs. Jessie Petterson is on
the sick list. Mr. and Mrs.
Jones and son of Elgin, Ill,
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Jacox last week.
MEMPHIS'
Most Reliable Dealer!
32 Years At Same Location
WE STAND BEHIND OUR
USED CARS,
O.P. Donald Motors Co.
426 Union Ave. 526-4840
32 YEARS ON THE HILL
•
Classified Ads . . .
Autos For Sale Help Wanted For Sale Misc.
53 SUCK FOR SALE in good con-




Roaches, bugs, all kinds






4 rooms - 3 rooms FHA
50-150 lots
$3,000 for each hous•













wanted to sell retail advWis-
ing in the Memphis mailzet.
We pay 25 per cent and 90
per cent conttact commission
on the dollar.
THE TB! STATE nEFENDER
1 236 South Wellington Street
Mampliit Tenn.
TYPISTS DESIRE JOB
Young women who have lust fin.
bus class desire office work
bookkeeping or filing. Call day
or night. 398-3051
WANTED
Outside appliance salesmen to handle
the best appliance including Gerietal
Eiectric. Caii Sup Adams, 27 5- 1155,
1128 Union Avenue.
200 QUALITY SHEETS, 100 envelopes
with your name, address. sip code
beautifully printed. Send only $3. Pay
mailman small postage. State title if
desired: Mr. Miss, Rev.. Dr., etc. Also
realness. church, club, bible school
name may be substituted first line.
Mall to PRINTERY. BOX 161.
Southbridge, Mass.
THE COWLES Comprehensive Ency-
clpedia, a complete one-volume li-
brary, 16 reference wnrka all in one
giant book. only 549.50. Easy Terms.
Write or call Volume Library, 171/6
Lamar. Tel. 272-2320.
THREE GRAVES for sale at New
Park Cemetery, Regular: $535.00;
Sale: 5435.00. Cash or Terms. Call
527-6120,
G. E. REFRIGERATOR, full with
freezer, excellent condition. $70.00
308-8928.
COTTON PICKING BUS for sale, rent
or lease. Call 398-2051
DUPLEX APT, FOR SALE
1539 Marblewood in Hollywood area.
0.1. $1.00 down, good income property.
Easily rented. $.8500. 62-2015
BUM:11 1953 ROA95;AETER VS
Excellent Coalition, 357-9557
Call 357-2824 after 6:30 P.M.
G.E. FRIG., full, w/ freezer. XInt.
cond. $70 delivered. 398-8928.
Apts. For Rent
SERVICE AND INSTALL AIR CON-
MEN URGENTLY NEEDED TO 1
DITIONING AND RkPIDGERATION
ROPER GAB RANGE: Mattered burn EQUIPMENT. TRAIN SPARE TISIL
oven. Good =Wilton. miTNIIIVINTGooLmON, TEsACatiLrugntri:erns, double
 ED UNDER EASY PAY-AS-YOU-GO
good. condition, bargain,
—.-.
PHIS OR CALL IA 8-8397.
1953 BUICK ROADMARTEH VS. In
357-9557 or 357-288 TRADES, P. 0. BOX 1011. MEM-
PLAN. MUST HAVE GOOD EVE-
ter c685: MIGHT. WRITE COMMERCIAL
Instructions
Now Yoe Can Master
SHORT RANH
I. 10 Days
vex, yo• minor fall to learn
shorthand the tiolckrite was. It
do-net matter if you've tried
ether systems before and given
up. This Ent -K-TOR Course
guarantees you'll leare uP to 120
words-per-role= of ttoickrite
shorthand In 10 days. Ask sheet









readers and Doormen. Only es.
perienced personnel shoula ap-
ply, Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
Chicap 3 Defender, 2400 S.
Michiga.: Ave., Chicago 60616,
Illinois,
Need Mx educated ladles for pt. time
work. Average $2 to $4 per hr. Car
nec . call between 9 A.M. and noon.
274-9810
TYPISTS DESIRE JOS
Young women who have Nat fin. bus.
IXes deal» office work. bookkeeping or
filing. cwn day or night. 398-2051
WANTED, TWO TEACHERS to earn
9100 or more per week in educatiout
field. Shill sot interfere with school
work.






Fish All Day for 50e
Horse Back Riding
ELM an hour — 20 mm. 50c
Horse Bac': Riding In The
Ring for Children — 10c
Miniature Golf Course




Hudson and Hilda Barbee
Owners and Managers
5108 Horn Lake Road
398-1068
MEN WANTED
Fence Salesmen Wanted Full
or Parr Time, No Experience
Necessury. We will train. Must
be Neat. For appointm•nt coil
398-1789 from 9 P.M. to 5 P.M.
HELP WANTED: Young man
between ages 18 and 25 who
would like career In advertising
or promotion field. Field offer,
good pay, easy work and
good hours plus for applicants
who qualify. High school gradu-
ate. must have 'car, must be
willing to learn, able to start
immediately and able to support
self walls in training. Call 275-




BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300
FOR RENT
848 POPULAR
Two Bedrooms, Living Room,
Dining Room, Both& Kitchen,
APARTMENT
Heat and Water Furnished.
Must have reference. Apply
Apartment 19. Joe Branch.
Apts. For Rent
FOR RENT
To Single or Couple, Front
Room. Modern Home, Private
Entrance, Kitchen Privilege.
Convenient to Bus Line.
Lovely Neighborhood,within
The Parkway. Coll °herb P M
948-9600
HOUSES FOR RENT
647-53 South Wellington St.
3 Room Frame, Duplexes
632 00 per month
Call BR 2-2115
HOUSE FOR RENT
710 Madison 7 rooms and bath
$50.00 a month, apply 726
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside
For Rent By Owner





Can be used for a Two Family
House. No Children. Call
942.2784w WH 8-3622. Shown




ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale




You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8391 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
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